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Editorial 

At the time of writing, CCPS is undergoing the all too frequent e:<erclse of renew<~.!. 
Pil.st experiences of this procedure have been somewhat dispiriting since the l'unding <tr

rangements have been somewhat compliwted; involving C:CP.S bidding in hard currency 
terms for t.he support of the st(Lff at Dares bury. Against this background it h<l.s alwrtys 

been difficult to get funding for a postdoctor<tl reseMch assistant (PDRA) to work in an 

rtrea de$ignated by CCP5. However the current renew<:\! proposal, which is being pre
pared by the CCP5 Executive Couunittee, does not need to include the costing of the 
Druesbury st::1.ff itncl should not therefore place such a burden on the grant re5ources of 
lhe (surprisingly many) SERC Conumttees it is to he considered hy. We therefore hrwe 

high (well, higher) hope8 of funding a PDRA this time. For the record, our intention is 

to pl!t the PDRA to work in the area of macromolecular simulations, where hopefully 

he or she can provide t.he CCP5 program library with some much needed programs in 

this Mea, to counter<'l.ct the diminishing <tvailability of such programs on account of their 

adoption by conunercial ventures. The CCPs, after <til, were established to make good 

scientific software readily available to all. Let us hope that our ambitions are reali.sed 

in this renewal round. 

Contributors to the Current Issue. 

Our thanks go to: 
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Department of Chemistry, 
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W. Smith 
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General News. 

l) At the last meeting of t.he CCP.S Steering C'ouunittee at Cil.mbridge in December 
!080, Prot'essor Richard Cat low stepped down as Ch<1.irm(l.n of CC:P5 <tnd was replaced 
hy Professor Dominic Tildes ley of Southampton University. While welcoming Dominic 
to the rOle of chairman, it is appropriate to recall the excellent work Rich<trd Cntlow 
did as Chairman of CCP5; his enthusiasm for promo ling the aims of CCP5 result<::d in a 
very high degree of Ctctivity within the project, the pinnacle of which was probably the 
NATO ASI at Bi'lth in September 1988, which was immensely successful. In addition the 
project continued the sequence of workshops in specific are(l.s, which have helped consid
er<\bly towards solving difficulties in the areas concerned. Richard was also enthusiastic 
about sponsoring vi~itors from overseas to the li.K. and several eminent pr(l.ctitioners 
of computer simulation have come to share their expertise with us. Lastly one should 
pNhaps recall Richard's intere~t in the industrial applications of simulation, which has 
resulted in some interesting conferences and collabor"'tions within CCP5. Undoubtedly 
Richard will continue his interests in CCPS from the Royal fnsitution, hut his rOle as 
Chairm<tn de.5erves speCial mention <tnd thanks. 

2) Also at the same Steering Conunittee meeting, new appointments to the Executive 
Conun.ittee were made. The current composition of the Com.mitte is now: 

• Prof. D. Tildes ley, Chairman (Southampton) 

o Dr. M. Roger (Reading) 

• Dr. E. Colbourn (ICI) 

o Dr. N. Quirke {BP) 

• Dr. N. All<ln (Bristol) 

• Dr. D. Fincham (Keele and Dares bury) 

• Dr. M. Leslie (Daresbury) 

• Dr. 'vV. Smith (Dares bury) 

Ottr thanks go to the outgoing members: Dr. R.M. Lynden-Bell and Dr. S.C- Parker 
(Bath). 

3) The organis<1.tion of the CCPS Conference on "Architectures and Algorithms in Con
densed Pha.':ie Simulation", which is due to take place at St. Andrews from 2 to 5 July 
1000, is now well adv"'nced. An excellent line up of speakers has been Mranged c.nd the 
whole meeting promises to be an excellent first venture by CCPS into Scotland (may 
it be the first of many!). More details are provided in a circular included with this 
[lewsletter. An early application to attend is reconunended. 

4) During 1990 CCP5 will be inYiting a number of overseas scientists to the U.K .. 
We have reasonably firm confirmations on the following: 

• Dr. G. :\·[alenkov (Moscow), to visit London, Oxford, Daresbury and St. Andrews 
in (I..·Iay ( d(l.te to be arranged). 



o Dr. R Cohen (Naval Research Lab.), to visit London March 3l-A.prll8. 

r)) A workshop on the subject "Simulation of Adsorbed Mono layers and ),{ultilayers" 
is being orgamsed by R.M Lynden-Bell for CGP5. [t will t<'.ke pl(l.ce nt New Hall, 
Cambridge on Friday JLtly 13th. The principal sp~;aker will be Professor W.A. Steele 
(Pennsylvania). Acconm10dat\on will be available on Thursday night (and probably on 
Frid<ty night for those who need it). As well as a lecture by Professor Steele, it IS planned 
to have sessions on potentials, experimental problems, and results from simulations. All 
jlflrticipants are requested to contribute to the discussion and it is hoped that most will. 
be prepared to talk for 5-lO minutes in a ril.ther informal way. 

An applicntion form appettrs with this newsletter. 

6) Our thanb are owed to Dr. M. Leslie and Dr. R.M. Lynden-Bell, who organised the 
CCP.5 Annual ~[eeting in Cambmlge entitled "Grand Challenges in Molecular Simula·· 
tion", which took place from 17-19 December at Downing College. Also, somewhat late, 
(for which we apologise) we w1sh to thank Dr. D.M. Heyes for organising the meetmg 
last July on "Novell'vlethods in Molecular Simulation" at Royal Holloway and Bedford 
new College 

i) The Theory and Computational Science DiYision (TCS) at Dareshury Laboratory 
is to receive a 32 node INTEL iPSC./860 parallel computer. This represents a Sllbstan
tialnpgrade of current INTEL iPSC /2, in that it incorporates the legendary INTEL i860 
microprocessor, the "Crayon a chip''. The upgrade will strengthen the interests of t.he 
division in applying parallel processing to scientific problems. Currently TCS employs 
the iPSCj:2 in molecular dynamics simubtions of polymers, band structure calculations 
rtnd quantum chemistry. It is believed that the original64 node iPSC/2 will be retf\ined 
as a down-graded machine with 32 nodes and will funct1on as a development machine. 

8) The Second International Europhysics Conference on Computational Science takes 
place at Amsterdam on 10-13 September 1990. The scientific progranune covers special 
and general purpose hardware and software, and the connections between physical ap
plications. Speakers from physics, chemical physics and astrophysics are invited Neural 
networks, parallel computing and software design methods will be covered. Contri
butions to the poster session are invited before I st. July. For details write to Mw .. 
Rita va.n der Sluijs, Secretariat CP90 Conference, NIKHEF-H, PO Box 41882, 1009DB 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. (E-Mail: cp9QIQ!nikhel'.nl). 
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Progra1n Libraries 

The CCP5 Progl'am Libral'y. 

I"IPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
There is to h€ a clmnge in the policy of distribution of the CCP5 Program Library. F p to 
now the programs have been rele<tsed only to ncaden-Jc inst-itutions and on the condition 
that the recipient do~s not n~·dist-ribut.e the programs or att.empt to exploit them for 
conuncrcial gain. The purpose of these restrictions was to protect the conuneriud rights 
of the progr;,.m nuthors. These restrictions automatically excluded conuuercial compa
nies fmm receiving the CCP.5 programs. The CCP.5 Steering Couun.ittee is negotiating 
with SERC so that. the distribution of the programs to couuuercial companies can take 
place, though the following; c:onstrr1ints will npply. 

1. Ac?.demic institutions will st-ill receive programs free of charge and with the 
same rest-rictions on re·distribution and conunercial exploitation as before. 

'2. Conunercw.l comp?.nies wili receive programs at the discretion of the CCP.5 
Progr<tm Library and on payment of a .£100 handling fee. 

:3. Commercial companies will not he permitted to re·distribute or market the 
programs m any way. 

4. Neither SERC nor the authors of the programs cw be held accountable for 
any lo~s aming from the use of the programs, even if the lo~s occurs through 
progranuning error or erroneous documentation. 

5, Programs will not be sent to conunercw.l companies over nny kind of network 
or telephone link. 

6. The programs owned by Harwell and the programs CASCADE, SYMLAT, 
THBFIT,THBPHON and THBREL, will not be released to conunercial com· 
pa!lles. The named programs are available free of charge to FK academic 
institutions only. 

These constraints r1re provisional only and will he subject to review. 
Pt·ogrammers who have donated prog1·ams to the CCP5 Prog1·am Librnry 

who object to the programs being distributed in this way cu·e invited to with·' 
draw the prog1·ams, or to stipulate thei1· wishes with regard to the relense of 
the programs to commerdal companies. CCP.'5 will not att as agents fo1· sale 
of programs. Authors who wish to restrict p1·ograms to academic institutions 
lll<lY request that t.his be done. However, CCP5 will not accept any li<~bility 
for programs erroneously released. AuthoL·s of programs are requested to 
communicate their ,.,.·ishes to the program librarian before :\~[arch 31st 1990, 
after which time it will be <'!ssumed that the authors have no objection to 
the new regime. 

The CCP5 Progrn.m Library m<Ly be obtained ttpon application to Or. W. Smith, 
TCS Division, S.E.R.C. Daresbury Laboratory, Dares bury, Warrington VVA.4 4AD, U.K .. 
Listings of progmms are available if required but it is reconunended that magnetic tapes 
be used. It may also be possible to transfer a small number of programs over the JANET 
network to other nct~denuc centres in the U.K .. A list of programs available is presented 
in the following pages. 
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Readers should also note that we are aut.hori~ed to Sttpply the example programs 
origincdly published in the hook "Computer Simulation of Liquids", by M.P. A !len <tnd 
D.J. Tildesley {Clarendon Press, Oxford 1081). These are supplied in the same manner 
and under the same conditions r1.s the resident CCP5 progr<trns. We are gr?.teful to !\like 
Allen <tnd Dominic Tildes ley for their perm..ission. 

We shonld r1.lso like to remind our readers that we would welcome further contribu
tions to the Progr<tut Libr::try. The Library exists to provide support for the research 
efforts of everyone active in computer simulation and to this end we are always pleased 
to extend the range of softw<~.re available. If any of our readers have <tny programs they 
would like to make <tYailable, please would they contact Dr. Smith. 

V'.f. SnUth 

Program from the Boo.k: "Computer Simulation of Liquids'~ hy l'vi.P. 
Allen and D. Tildesley, Clarendon Press, Oxford 1987. 

These programs originally appeared on nJcrofiche in the book "Computer Simulation 
of Liquids" by M. P. Allen and D. J. Titdesley, published by Oxford University Press, 
1987. They are made freely available to members ofCCP5, in the hope that they will be 
useful. The intention is to clarify points made in the text, rather than to provide a piece 
of code suitable for dnect use in a research application. We ascrihe no conunercial value 
to the programs themselves. Although a few complete programs are provided, our aim 
has been to offer huildmg blocks rather than black hexes. As far <tS we are aware, the 
progr<~.ms work correctly, hut we can accept no responsibility for the consequences of any 
errors, and would he gr<tteful to he<'r from you if you find any. You should a!w<~.y;; check 
out a routine for your particular application. The programs contain some explanatory 
conunents, <~.nd are written, m the mftin, in FORTRAN-77. One or two routines are 
written in BASIC, for use on microcomputers. In the absence of <~ny umvers<~.Uy <~greed 
st<~.nclard for BASIC, we have chosen a very rudimentary dialect. These programs have 
heen run on <In Acorn model B computer Hopefully the translation of these progmllls 
into more sophisticated languages such as PASCAL or C should not be difficult. 

:Vf.P.Allen 
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THE CCP5 PROGRAI\1 LIBRARY. 

.-\DMIXT 
CARLOS 

CARL\.\" 

CASCADE 

CTRDEN 
DEN COR 
HL.Jl 
HL.J2 
HL.J:l 
HL.l4 
HLJ5 
HLJ6 
H'YID 1.-\T 
HSTOCH 

MCN 
MCLSU 

MCMOLDYN 

MCRPM 
MDATOM 
MDATOM 
MDCSPC:48 
MDDIAT 
MDDIATQ 
MD IONS 

MD LIN 
MDL!)IQ 
MDlvfANY 

MDMIXT 
r-..rDMPOL 

MDNACL 
MD POLY 
MDMULP 
MDSGWP 

MDTETRA 
MDZOID 

[MD.LJA/MIX.LF:IH+ MSD+ RDF[ 
p.rc.vs t-Aquo,TH] 

[DA,CARLOS stmcture analysis) 

ILS.DIL,EM,TH tSTR[ 

[DA,C1trrent Density Correlations] 
[DA,Density Corn~lrtt-inns] 
[MD,LJ A,LF ,Tilt MSDt RDFI 
[MD,LJ A,LF,T 11+ MSDt RDF+ VACF[ 
[MD,LJ A,LF /LC,TH tMSDtRDF[ 
[MD,LJ A,LF /C:P +CT,THtMSDtRDFI 
[MD ,LJ A/SF ,LF ,TH + MS D t RD F[ 
[MD,LJA,TA,TH+MSDtRDF[ 
[MD.LJD,G.\+Q4,THtMSDtQC) 
[MD/SD,VStBA,LF tCA,TH) 

[MC.LJA,TH[ 
[MC,LJA,TH[ 

[MD/MC,LJStFC:tAQ, 
LF+QF /G5tQS.THtRDF[ 
[MC,RPE,THtRDF'[ 
[MD,LJA,G5,THtRDFtMSD+QCJ 
[MD,LJA,Lf,THt MSD +RDF[ 
[P RMD ,BHM t FC: ,G5 +C:4,TH tSTF + RD F] 
I MD ,LJ D ,LF tCA,TH + MSD I 
[MD ,LJD+ PQ, LF + CA,THt MSD I 
["10 ,BH M,LF ,T H t MSD + RD F tSTF) 

[MD ,LJ L,G5tq4,TH + MSD tQC:[ 
[MD ,LJ L+ PQ ,C:5 +Q4,THt MSDtQC] 
[~!D,LJStFC:,LF +QF,TH[ 

[MD,LJS/ MIX.LF+QF,TH) 
[MD ,LJS + FC /MIX, LF tQF,TH[ 

\V. Smith 
B. Jonsson 
S. Rom<tno 
B . .Jonsson 
S. Romano 
1\L Leslie/ 
W. Smith 
W. Smith 
W. Smith 
D.(vl. Heyes 
D.(v[. Heyes 

D.?vi. Heyes 
D.M. Heyes 
D.M. Heyes 
D.M. Heyes 
S.M. Thompson 
W.F. van Gunsteren/ 
D.M. Heyes 
N. Corbin 
C.P. Williams/ 
S. Gupta 

A. Laaksonen 
D. i\L Heyes 
S.M. Thompson 
D. Fmcham 
W. StrLith 
D. Fincham 
D. Fincham 
D. Fmcham/ 
N. Anastasiou 
S.M. Thompson. 
S.~·I. Thompson 
D. Fincham/ 
W. Smith 
W. Smith 
W. Sm.ith/ 
D. Finch;,m 

[MD,BHM,LF,THtMSD+RDF[ W Smith 
[MD,LJS,G5+Q,I,THtMSDtQC[ S.M. Thompson 
[MD,LJS+PD+PQJMIX,LF+QF,TH[ W. Smith 
[MD,LJAjSGWP,LF,THtVACFtRDFtQC[ W. Smith/ 

K. Singer 
[MD,LJT,C:5tQ4,THtMSDtQC[ SM. Thompson 
[MD,C:AU,LF+QF,THtMSDtRDF+VACF[ W. Smith 
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NA\IELISTi!.IT, Namelist emulationi K. Refson 
K. Singer 
W. Smith 
N. Corbin 
D.M. Heyes 
Harwell 
Harwell 
Harwell 
Harwell 

PIMCLJ [PmC,LJA,MC,TH+RDF+QCJ 

SC:~ [MC,LJA,RFD,TH[ 
SFRF ['lD,BHM/TF/2D,LF,TH+RDFj 
Sn!LAT [LS,PIL,EM+SYM,TH+STRj 
THBfiT [LS,P[L,EM,Potential fitting] 
THB PHON [ LS ,P IL/ 3 B, E:vr ,Phonon cli~rersion] 
THBREL [LS,PIL,EM,TH+STR) 

Key: 

Program types: 

System models: 

Algorithm: 

MD 
MC 

1\Jolecular dynamics 
[\,"fonte Carlo 

PRMD Parrinello-Rahman MD 
LS Lattice simulations 
SD Stochastic dynamics 
DA Data analysis 
UT Ftility package 
PIMC Path Integral Monte Carlo 

LJA 
LJD 
L,JL 

LJT 
LIS 
RPE 
BHM 
SGWP 
TF 
VS 
BA 
PD 
PQ 
MIX 
GAll 
FC 
PIL 
DIL 
JB 
20 
SF 
FC 
AQ 

Q4 

Lennard-Janes atoms 
Lenn<>.rd-Jones diatomic molecules 
Lennttrd-Jones linear molecules 
Lennard-Janes tetrahedral molecules 
Lennard-Jones site molecules 
Restricted primitive electrolyte 
Born-Huggins- Meyer ionics 
Spherical gaussian wavepackets 
Tosi- Funu ionics 
Variable s1te-~ite model 
Bond angle model 
Point dipole model 
Potnt quadrupole model 
[l."(ixtures of molecules 
Gaussian molecule model 
Fractional charge model 
Perfect ionic i<Lttice model 
Defective ionic lattice model 
3-hody force model 
Two dimensional simulation 
Shifted force potential 
Fractional charge model 
Aqueous solutions 

GeM 5th order predictor-corrector 
Quaternion plus 4th. order Gear P-C. 
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Properties: 

LF Le(l.pfrog (Verlet.) 
QF Fincham Quaternkm algorithm 
QS Sonnenschein Quaternion algorithm 
LC Link-cells c•ID algodthm 

CP Constant !''""'" 
CT Constant temperotuce 
TA T'mwd \ID algocithm 
CA Constraint r<lgorithm 
EM Energy minimisation 
SYlv[ S_vnunetry Clclr<pted algorithm 
RFD Rossky·Friedman-Doll algorit.hm 

TH 
MSD 
RDF 
STF 
VACF 
QC: 
STR 

Thermoclynetm.ic properties. 
lv[ean-sq uMe·clis placement 
Radial clist-rihution functton 
Structure factor 
Velocity autocorrelation functiOn 
Quantum corrections 
LMtice stresses 
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Prognuns from the Book ~~computer Simulation of Liquids'' 

F.l 
F.1 
F.3 
FA 
F . .5 
f.6 
F.T 
F.S 
F.9 
F.lO 
F.ll 
F.l"2 
F.l3 
F.l4 
F.l5 
F.l6 
F.l7 
F.l8 
F.l9 
F:20 
F.11 
F ."22 
F."23 
F. "24 
F.:25 
F.26 
F."27 
F.18 
F.29 
F.30 
F.3l 
F.3'2 
F.33 
F .. 14 
F.35 
F.:l6 
F .:37 

PPriodic boundary conditions in various geometries 
S-vrdue Gear predictor-corrector algorithm 
Low-storage MD programs using leapfrog Verlet algorithm 
Velocity version of Verlet <tlgorithm 
Quaternion parameter predictor-corrector algorithm 
Leapfrog <'lgorithms for rot.ationalmotion 
Constraint dynamics t'or a nonlinear triatom.lc molecule 
Shake algorit.hm for constraint dynam.ics of a chain molecule 
Rattle algorithm for constraint dynamics of a chain molecule 
Hard sphere molecular dynamics program 
Const.ant-NVT ~/!ante Carlo for Lenn<Lrcl-Jones atoms 
Constant·NPT Monte C<trlo Rigorithm 
The heart of a constant ,uVT 1-.·fonte Carlo program 
Algorithm to h<tndle indices in constant MVT Monte Carlo 
Routines to randomly rot<tte molecules 
Hard dumb-bell i\-Ionte Ci:l.rlo program 
A simple Lennard-Janes force routine 
Algorithm for avoiding the square root operation 
The Verlet neighbour list 
Routines to construct rtnd use cell linked-list method 
i\Iultiple timestep molecular dynamics 
Routines to perform the Ewald sum 
Routine to set up alpha fcc lattice of linear molecules 
Initi<tl velocity distribution 
Routine to calcul<tte translational order parameter 
Routines to fold/unfold trajectories in periodic boundaries 
Progr<tm to compute time correlation functions 
Constant-NVT molecular dynamics · extended system method 
Constant-NVT molecular dynamics- con~traint method 
Const<~.nt-NPH molecular dynamics · extended sy.5tem method 
Constant-NPT molecular dynamics· constraint method 
Cell linked-lists in she<tred boundaries 
Browni<~.n dynamics for a Lenn<trd-Jones fl.uid 
An efficient clustering routine 
The Voronoi construction in "2d and 3d 
[v1onte Carlo simulation of hard lines in 2d 
Routmes to calculate Fourier tr<Lnsforms 
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ARCHITECTURE AND ALGORITHMS IN 
CONDENSED PHASE SIMULATION 

'2 July to .5 J nly 

Plans for the me<:ting ~o be held at St. Andrews in Scotland from the :Jnd to Sth 
.htly 1990 are now well Cl.d>·anced. 

\Ve begin after lunch on the Monday with a ~ession co,·ermg $inllllacion on sirrgle
insttuction-nmHiple-data computers such i\S the DAP <~.nd the connection machine. On 
Tuesday rnoming we will cover simulation on multlple-imtruction- multiple-datil. lllCI·· 

chines such as the Metko com[)l1ting surface, the Int~l hypercube, ami the Alliant. On 
Tue~day rtfternoon we focus on purpose-built machine such as the Delft and Bell L(tb. 
MD machines. The second ses~ion on Tttesd<>y cl['ternoon will cover Hli\infr<tme pipeline 
proces:;ors such as the C RAY. t.he lB),[ VF, and the VP. [n each of these ses3ions we will 
focus on the advZtntZtges and disadvantages of the architectures for condensed ph(lse ~im
uhtions, the algorithms lor },[onte C>~rlo, molecuhr meclw.nics, molecular and Brownian 
dynamics and highlight some of the snentifi.c advances achieved with these machines. 
\Veclnesday morning is free and Wednesday afternoon has been set aside for demon$tr:t
ticms of hardw<tre and softwi\re by research groups and computer companies as well as 
a large poster session. Thursday morning will consist of three invited speakers pre~ent
ing a detetiled B.tcount of recent reseetrch ancL looking to the future of condensed phn~e 
>imulettion. 

Speakers for the meeting include. 

F.F. .~braham, ( IBi-1 San Jose) A.F. Baal<er, (Delft ) 

H. J c. Berends en, (Grvning-an) B. Boghosian, (Thinking 1-!achines) 

E. Clementi, (IB!-1 York To•,;n) D. Fincham, (Keele) 

1·1 F. Guest, (Daresbury) A. .R. Larrabee, (Boeing) 

D .P. Landau, (Atlanta) B. t·l. Pettitt, (Houston) 

K. \-lilson, (San Diego) 

St. Andrews itself is a beautiful seaside town, close ~o Edinburgh nncl easily reachecl 
by roud, ruiland air. It is the home o! GoLf a.nJ the public can piny on (1\l the COttrses 
including the Old Course. There are marvellous wnlks <1.long the shore and inlund and 
there is plenty of bird and marine life for the nature lover. The city boa~ts a history which 
is ets rich as neighbouring Edinburgh. The haiL of residence chosen for the conference is 
60 yCtrds from the Old Course and the sea front. 

The time has now arrived to register for this meeting Ztnd to submit an etbstrnct 
!"or consideration ns :;tn oraL or poster presentation. PLease give this meeting yottr t\tll 
~ttpport. 

1 
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.:l.RCHITECTURE AND ALGORITHI-!S Hf CotiDEiiSED PH.<\SE SEiULATION 

!1Al-!E: TITLE: 

ADDRESS: 

GEl-IDER: 

SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREHE/HS (e g. 1/egetarian) 

Pl.·2ase tick the appropriate bo:<es:-

Lunch, ~!onday 2nd July 

Dinn·2r, ~-!onday 2nd Jul;r 

Bed and Breal<fast, 2nd/3rd Jul;· 

Lunch, Tuesday 3rd July 

Dinner, 3rd July 

Bed and Breakfast, 3rd/4th July 

Lunch, ':lednesday 4th July 

Conference Dinner 

Bed and Brea~fast, 5th July 

Conference Fee 

TOTAL OICLUDIIIG CONFERENCE DH!tiER 

Optional, Lunch Thursday 5th July 

Additional Bed and Breakfas~ 
for Sunday 1st July 

2 

E 4.10 D 
E 5.30 D 
£15.50 0 

£4.10 0 
£5.30 0 

t.t5.so0 

£4.10 0 
t:l4.SO D 
El5.so0 

£25.00 0 
£108.90 0 

£4.10 0 
£15.50 0 
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CCP5 Workshop 
"Simulation of Adsorbed Monolayers and 

Multilayers" 

Cambridge 

l.1 July 1990 

A. workshop on this subject being organised by R.M. Lynden" Bell for C:CPS. It will 
tnke place at New Hall, Cnmbridge on Friday July 13th. The principal speaker will be 
Professor W.A. Steele (Pennsylvania). Accouunodntion will be available on Thursday 
night (and probably on Friday night for those who need it). As well as a lecture by 
Professor Steele, it is planned to have sessions on potentials, experimental problems, and 
results from simulations AU participants are requested to contribute to the discussion 
and it is hoped that most will be prepared to talk for 5-10 m.inutes in a rather inform<~l 
way. 

Please return the following application if you wish to attend 
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The Chemical Laboratory, 
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CCP5/ARCG Workshop on Parallel 
Algorithms in Molecular Simulation. 

W Smith 

Daresbury Laboratory, 8 th. Novernber 1989 

This workshop was jointly organised by CCPS and the Daresbury Laboratory Ad
vnnced Research Computing Group (ARCG ). The purpose of the meeting was to assess 
the state of the activity in the U.K. with regard to the implementation of parallel algo
rithms in molecular simulation; raise awareness of what is being done; broadcast news of 
effective algorithms and strategies and initrate contacts between the groups with. com
mon interests and methodologies. The meeting was well attended, with 30 participants 
(including some industrial scientists) and 18 speakers. 

The first speaker of the meeting was Mr. M. Pinches (Southampton University) 
who described a parallel implementation of the well-known link-cells MD algorithm. 
Mr. Pinches has adapted this algorithm for the Cray XMP/48 and the Intel iPSC/:2 
("hypercube"). The implementation on the Cray XMP, he reported, is not strictly 
parallel since the user usually has limited control over the allocation of the processors to 
"-given task. Thus while it is easy to couch the algorithm in terms of largely independent 
processes it is not guaranteed that these will execute on independent processors. Thus 
it is conunon for processes to "double up" on the same processor. Much more control is 
afforded to the user of the Intel hypercube, where the allocation of processes to n_odes 
is straightforward. 

The essence of Mr. Pinches' algorithm is the geometric partition of the MD cell into 
equal cubic regions (or slabs- the method works for many partitiOning schemes), each 
of which is assigned to a processing node. The region assigned to each node is then 
further subdivided into cubic subcells, which match the linear size of the cutoff, as in 
the standard link-ceUs scheme. To establish the physical contact between the region.; 
treated by each node, the subcells that lie on the edges of the regions are passed to 
directly neighbouring nodes, where their coordinates are appended to the list of particle 
coordina~es for those regions. The forces are then calculated in the standard link-cell way 
The integration of the equations of motion is followed by a reallocation of those particles 
that have moved out of the regions alloted to the processors, after which the MD cycle 
continues. The algorithm has excellent scaling properties, since conununication costs 
are low. Simulations of the order of 1 million particles are now within practical reach 
and the performance of the 64 node program is similar to a single processor Cray XMP. 

S. Liem (UMIST) also described the implementation of the link-cells algoritlun, 
this time on a 16 node Meiko Transputer system and with the intention of performing 
simulation studies of fluid flow. Mr. Liem described the mapping of the :2-D link-cells 
algorithm onto the "square mesh" network of Transputers in some detail. The algorithm 
inevitably had much in conunon with that of the previous speaker, but differed in the 
detail regarding the maintenance of continuity of the sample across node boundaries. 
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The Pinches implementation passed p;nticle coordinates in both directions along links 
between neighbouring nodes, while the Liem implementation passed the coordinates in 
one direction only and later passed force accumulators m the reverse direction. Mr. 
Liem showed several graphs ind1catmg the performance of the implementation. The 
high efftciency and good scaling properties were apparent. 

J. Per ram ( Odense) provided an overview of the parallel hard ware and software cur
rently being exploited and enhanced at Odense. The hardware currently consists of a 
10 Transputer system with an Apollo ON 3500 workstation, two 64 Transputer rv·Ieiko 
Computing Surf<l.ces and a further requirement for a 162 Transputer ~vleiko. The insti
tute has examined several strategies for parallel processing, such as "coMse graining", 
which leads to the idea of a ''task farm", where a control proces~or apportions work to 
subordinate processors as the need arises. This strategy however is not especially suited 
to MD work. More useful in simulation is the 1dea of "domain decomposition" in which 
the data to be processed is shared amongst processors under a scheme which takes into 
account the physical disposition of the data. Professor Perram illustrated this concept 
with the example of a recently published algorithm in which a 30 system of molecules 
is partitioned in the XY plane in a manner resembling the link-cells method, but in the 
Z direction is partitioned into sub-regions within the potential cut-off. The resulting 
algorithm resembles in some respects, a systolic loop algorithm, but the number of data 
passes is now a function of the number of sub-divisions of the cutoff. Thus overall the 
algorithm avoids the need to consider all pairs of molecules in the system and can be 
expected to be more efficient than systolic loops in simulations where the cut-off range 
is substantially less than the size of the MD cell. 

A.D. Smith (Canterbury) described the Tran.sputer system that is being used by the 
Canterbury Physics department for liquid simulations. This is a Perihelion system run
ning the Hellos operating system. The hardware consists of several Transputer "quad" 
boards which are software reconfigurable and with l M byte of memory per Transputer. 
There is an additional ''host" board with 4 M bytes of memory. The system is inter
faced with several Atari microcomputers, which handle i/o and mterface to the printers 
and hard discs. Mr. Smith also described the software for reconfiguration and progr::\m 
harnessing. The system is a multi-user system, though there is not much by way of soft
ware protection and consequently requires experienced multi-users for safe operation! 
The programming languages available are Pascal, FORTRAN, C and Occam. Overall, 
the Canterbury group are well satisfied with their experience of the system. 

The current MD algorithm the Canterbury group are using is a systolic loop algo
rithm. The program is controlled by a master process, which runs on the host Transputer 
and the systolic cycle runs on the network of Transputers. The algorithm passes coor
dinate and force arrays around a ring of Transputers until all pair forces have been 
calculated. A potentially expensive rewind of the data to the home Transputer (for 
integr::\tion of the equations of motion) is avoided by passing data directly across the 
ring of Transputers. 

D.J.N. White (University of Glasgow) described the COMMET system built by his 
group at Glasgow. This system is a h.igh performance graphics system consistwg of 
32 Transputers and is used for several aspects of molecular modelling. H is currently 
used mostly for parameter optimisation, where the main part of the code execute.5 on 
the host Transputer and tasks are delegated to the network of tranputers. The system 
is also capable of MD simulations and ,is currently being used to model the tertiary 
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structure of proteins by the process of "mutation" from the known struture of a rein ted 
protein. Dr. VVhite showed several slides which indicated the graphical capabilities of the 
COM MET system. Various representations of protein structures, depicted as ribbons, 
spate-filLing spheres, stick models and columns, were shown. The overall performance 
of the COMMET .system was reported to be Cray-like. 

0.1vL Jones (Birkbeck) described the work currently in progress at Birkbeck to design 
efficient Monte Carlo algorithms for Transputer arrays. A typical simulation undertaken 
by the Birkbeck group is of a solute molecule suspended in a solvent (e.g. one ethanol 
molecule surrounded by 2L6 water molecules). The object of interest is usually the 
solute, but the bulk of the computational effort is expended on the solvent. Para.l· 
lelism w;1.s seen as a means to remove this bottleneck. The initial work was done on a 
5-Transputer Meiko (one "quad" board and a "host"), programs were wlitten in FOR
TRAN and conununications between Transputers were written in Occam. Mr. Jones 
described the methods undertaken to implement the basic Monte Carlo algorithm, be
ginning with a "process farm" in which the solvent molecule moves were handled by 
the "slave" processors. This arrangement was characterised by very high conununica
tions costs and further improvements were sought. Buffering the communications and 
changing the configuration of the network to binary and tertiary trees did not result in 
great improvements. A new strategy involved the construction of a distributed random 
number generator so that several MC trajectories could be generated in parallel, with 
ensemble properties conununlcated to the host process. The algorithm was verified on 
the Edinburgh Concurrent Supercomputer. Further improvements have been obtained 
by overlapping the random number generation and host-node conununications. 

D. Fincham (University of Keele and Daresbury) began his talk hy overviewing 
the work on parallel algorithms being undertaken at the University of Keele KOSMOS 
Project. This project covers a wide range of simulation projects in solid state, liquid 
state <Lnd biological systems and requires the development of software for simulation 
and graphics and incorporating parallel processing. Keele is a Unix site, with a Sequent 
mainframe, Sun workstations and Meiko inSun hardware for parallel programming. The 
latter employs Meiko cstools to provide parallelism within the FORTRAN language, and 
a multi-user environment. 

Dr Fincham went on to describe the systolic loop methods that are finding their 
way into the mainstream of parallel simulation work. The methods have their origins 
in the "Tractor Tread" algorithm devised hy the Waterloo- group in 1982, and ha.v·e 
since been extended to include the SLS, SLD and SLB algorithms (with groupmg and 
overlapping conununications modifications) by Dr. Fincham and his colleagues. Dr. 
Fincham described the SLS-G algorithm (deemed to be the most efficient variant) in 
some detail, including its load balancing and conununication aspects. The extension of 
the variant known as SLD to deal with three-body forces (named SLT) was presented 
and shown to be feasible for certain 11 magic numbers" of processors. An appeal for a 
more general theorem dealing with this problem was made! The talk was concluded 
with an observation regarding the MD algorithm of Perram et al, which he suggested 
was also a systolic loop algorithm, but with spatial ordering to reduce the amount of 
data passing. 

S . .Miller (University of Keele) described his work on the inclusion of long range forces 
wHhin the systolic loop framework. The ability of the systoLic loop methods to model 
many·parttcle systems was well known, however little work has been done to incorporate 
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stand<Lrd techniques for long-range (Coulombic) forces. Mr. Miller has looked at two 
possible methods: the Ewald sum and the approximations introduced by Adams. Many 
levels of approximation are available, the first three of which are spherically symmetric 
and higher orders are anisotropic. The anisotropic forms are continuations of the same 
algebraic series. which may be truncated at different stages according to the desired level 
of accuracy Tests of the relative accuracy of these approximations, measured <tgainst 
the Ewalcl sum, for the CsCI bttice showed that the spherical approximations were 
quick, but not accurate. However some speed was still gained, and the desired accuracy 
obtained, for a higher order of the anisotropic sum. 

The pandlelisation of the Ewald sum was described. Basically, the real space part is 
dealt with by the conventional SLS-G algorithm. The reciprocal space part is partitioned 
into sub-sums over the groups of ions present on each node, each of which calculates the 
full range of k-vectors. The sub-sums a.re then passed to the "head" node of the SLS 
chain for summatwn, and the result broadcast to the other nodes for completion of the 
forces. 

A. McDonald (Umversity of Keele) described a distributed visualisation system for 
simulations running on the Keele parallel computers, which runs on the Sun workstations 
at Keele and uses standard Unix pipelined channels to provide the interface between the 
simulation programs and the graphics packages, The latter uses Sunview windows to 
display the results. The system is interactive: while a simulation is running it is possible 
for the user to mtervene and change the conditions of the simulation e.g. temperature, 
timestep etc. The graphical output provides running plots of the thennodynarnlc vari
ables, RDFs etc, and a :2D plot of the particle positions. The Keele group would welcome 
any suggestiOns for later inclusion in the package. 

A. Raine (University of Cambridge) described his implementation of the systolic loop 
algorithms for simulations of biopolymers on Transputer systems. The central difficulty 
he reported, was the adaptation of the SLS-G algorithm to incorporate the multi-body 
forces present in the biopolymers. Such forces include the bond angle forces (3-body) 
and torsional forces ( 4-body). These contributions come within the capabilities of the 
SLS-G algorithm because they are "bonded" terms that are defined by a "fixed" polymer 
backbone. Simple rules may be employed to help with the partitioning of the atoms into 
the groups required by the SLS-G algorithm. If these are obeyed (and in very many 
cnses they can be mnde so) the method becomes possible. The rules ensure that the 
ntoms involved in a particular 3·body or a 4·body interaction are not separated into 
more than two groups. 

Dr. Raine also discussed the implementation of the "SHAKE" nlgorithm for rigid 
bonds, in a parallel environment. The main problem is the interdependence of the 
bonds over the whole molecule, which is necessnrily distributed over many processors. A 
parallel implementation therefore implies a computationally expensive systolic approach. 
Possible exceptions are the C- H bonds, which are not highly interdependent and cnn 
in principle be processed ._in parallel. There appeared to be no universal principles to 
assist in the general case and severnl strategies were suggested. An Occam biopolymer 
program has been written by Dr, Raine to run on Transputer systems. Further news of 
availabil.!ty etc. will be made through CCP5. 

~1. T. Dove (Cambridge) discussed the implementation of lattice simulations on the 
DAP parallel processor, which he has exploited in studtes of quartz, He began with a 
brief description of the DAP hardware, mentioning the 4096 processing elements and the 
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<tV<tilability of ~pecial shift functions to pennH conummica.tion between nearest neighbour 
elements. He outlined the basis of the ~v!D algorithm he uses for s1mulations of minerals, 
which employs a special mapping of the 30 system onto the 2D processing array of the 
DAP. The implementation of a full Ewald sum has not yet been completed, but he was 
considering using only the Bragg vectors in calculating the reciproc(l.l space terms in. 
order to speed up the program. 

A. Kara. (University of Liverpool) described the planned development of a parallel 
MD program for the simulation of gas-surface interactions on the Intel Hypercube. The 
physical problem he described was the collis.ion of a rare gas atom with the surface of 
a metal. A number of phenomena can occur, including scattering and trapping of the 
incoming atom. In the first approximate model the treatment involved the coast ruction 
of concentric regions of the surface and underlying layers. The mnermost regions were 
dealt with most explicitly, while the outer regions give way to a rigid lattice model. The 
parallel implementation mvolved a master-slave algorithm, with the master process run
ning on the host computer and the slaves on the Intel nodes. Each slave was allocated a 
specific "slab" of the concentric regions. The dynamics of the slabs were calculated by 
the nodes, while the host calcul2.ted the dynamics of the incoming atom. The conununi
cation between the nodes was minimal in the first approximate model, where the lattice 
forces were harmonic (Einstein solid). The bulk of the communication was between the 
host and the nodes, which after the initialisation of the system consisted of the passing 
of the incoming atom coordinates to the nodes and the returning of the forces actmg on 
the particle to the host. The program has been designed to adapt to node availability 
in the multi-user environment of the Intel. 

C. Care (Sheffield Polytechnic) described the ~heory and lattice simulation of am
phiphilic systems The objective of this work was to discover the simplest model 
manifesting micellar behaviour and to study it in detail. The system exhibits a rich 
phenomenology includmg: micelles, inverse micells, surfactant crystals, lamellar micelles 
and V<:l.rious packmgs of these basic structures. The lattice model employed in the l\{onte 
Carlo simulations was described. It consisted of N chains of fixed length, with a distinct 
"head" unit distributed on a 3D (32 :< 32 x 32 site) laHice. Interactions were confined 
between nearest neighbours and included only head-solvent and tail-solvent parameters. 
Moves of the chains were by reptation Monte Carlo and a multispin coding technique 
was employed for more efficient memory usage. 

The current hardware available for these simulations consist of a.n IBM PC AT with 
B004 and B012 transputer boards. A 50 Transputer system is planned. In rarallelising 
the simulations, geometric para-llelism was ruled out because of difficulties with bound
aries when extended chains are used and also because clustering prevents good load 
balancing .The first strategy tried was that of a "processor farm" with a control proces
sor and a specml processor to manage the lattice. Unfortunately, the lattice manager 
proved to be a bottleneck in the algorithm and seriously delayed the simulations. Con
sequently Dr. Care opted for a "naive" p:uallelisation - running several independent 
simulations simultaneously on each pair of Transputers. This was found to be very effi
cient and cost effective. Each Transputer pair was capable of 100 fJ. s per MC move and 
the whole network 700 J.l s per MC move. Dr. Care concluded with a brief outline of 
some of the scientific results, showing some of the structures obtained. 

D. Nicolaides (Bristol) described a new approach to molecular dynamics simulations, 
which he hoped would remove one of the limitations encountered in 1-lD, namely the 
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inability to simulate long hved phenomena. In a dynamical systems the method re
quires the introduction of a "mass matrix", the elements of which are dependent on the 
interaction terms ("susceptibility matrix"). Normally it is understood that when the 
density of e1genvalues of the suscep~ibility matrix is nonzero at zero eigenvalue, long 
lived phenomena are present. The purpose of coupling the susceptibility matrix to the 
mass matrix, is to obtain equations of motion in which the modes evolve on a reasonable 
timescale. Dr. Nicolaides is currently exploring the insight gained from this approach, 
by attempting other heunstic seatings of the mass matrix to achieve the same effect (e.g. 
sc<tling as a function of the correlation length). Dr. Nicolaides has plans to implement 
this approach on the Bristol DAP array processor. 

J. Craven (Edinburgh) gave a short, unscheduled account of his implementation of 
a parallel };fD algorithm on the Edinburgh Concurrent Supercomputer. The algorithm 
he described is currently being used to simulate systems of rigid molecules. Initially 
the atoms are divided into nen sized groups and each group allocated to a "home" 
processor. While the forces within the home group are evaluated, the groups are also 
concurrently sent round the ring of processors, so that every node can construct a replica 
of the system. Then the forces calculations within the home groups are temporarily 
suspended, while the interactions between groups are evaluated. These are resolved into 
(incomplete) molecular forces and torques, which are circulated around the ring, while 
the home group forces calculation continues. The overlapping of forces calculations and 
passing of the data is designed to reduce the major part of the communications costs. 
When the complete forces have been obtained on each node (i.e. for the home groups), 
the molecular force and torques are obtained and the equations of motion integrated. 
The MD cycle then continues. The algorithm is used in conjunction with a link-cells 
strategy to reduce the number of interactions between groups and thus the number of 
forces and torques to be transferred. 

Dr Craven described the performance of the algorithm for increasing numbers of 
processors (the algorithm deteriorated in performance as the process number incre~sed, 
but the deterioration was less in larger simulations). For a system of 4224 12-site benzene 
molecules, a computation rate approaching 80 Mftops was obtained on 132 Transputers. 

W. Smith (Daresbury) gave a cautionary tale of an implementation of a parallel 
r..-rD algorithm on the Daresbury Intel iPSC/2. The "Replicated Data" (RD) algorithm 
described retains copies of the coordinates and velocities of all the particles in the system 
on every node of the parallel computer and each node integrates the equations of motion 
independently. The nodes however share the work of calculating the pair forces and a 
global pass-and-sum algorithm is required to provide each node with a full description of 
the forces between the particles. Dr. Smith described the workings of the pass-and-sum 
algorithm and indicated how round-off errors, if unattended, can lead to divergence of the 
trajectories on each node. A simple cure was prescribed. Dr. Smith also gave empirical 
formulae de.5cribing the efficiency the RD algorithm and showed the circumstances under 
which the algorithm was most and least efficient. 

R.J. Allan (Dares bury) described the Occam harness FORTNET, which was devel
oped at Dares bury. The harness is designed to support parallel FORTRAN programs on 
Transputer networks. The user is freed from the need to write scientific code in Occam, 
since the communication betwee11 Transputers is controlled by the Occam harness and 
is invoked by calls to a library of communication routines. Dr. Allan described the 
function of the routines available. The harness is currently in use at many academic 
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sites nnd is continually being urgraded. For example the current version is capi'.ble of 
supporting programs designed initially for the Intel hypercube. (Readers interested in 
obtaining the harness should contact Dr. Allan at Daresbury.) 

(VL Leslie (Daresbury) concluded the presentations with a description of distributed 
matrix inversion on parallel computers. His current strategy involves the decomposition 
of the matrix into lower (L) and upper (U) triangular matrices. He described the diffi
culties of implementing this particular decomposition on the Daresbury Intel iPSC/2. 

The final event of the day was a discussion of different approaches to parallel pro
cessing. It was proposed that in molecular simulation (by either lviD or Monte Carlo 
methods) it is possible to use parallel processing simply to simulate many different 
systems at the S(l.tne time, or possibly the same system at many different state points 
simultaneously. There were a number of advantages to this approach. Firstly, a full 
study of a system could be speeded up by a factor equal to the number of processor!>. 
Secondly, questions about load balancing, conununication overheads and scaling of the 
algorithm with the number of processors were redundant. Thirdly the design of the pro
grams did not require a knowledge of parallel processing (I.S such, provided a suitable 
communication harness was avaibble 

The arguments put forward in favour of developing truly parallel programs were as 
follows. Firstly, that parallel processing offered a way of making new scientific enquiries, 
such as could only be achieved by enhanced computational power. The microscale 
hydrodynamics study of Rapaport was put forward as an example. Secondly, there 
were clearly occasions when an investigation of many state points of a system were not 
required and a single simulation of a large system (e_g, a protein) was needed. There 
are also other branches of computational science where multiple calculations in parallel 
are not the most suitable way of proceeding e.g. lattice simulations Thirdly, questions 
were raised about the control of many simultaneous simulations, where user intervention 
was required. Finally, there were hardware considerations, such as the output of data 
from many concurrent simulations requiring sophisticated processing in its own right, 
including expensive distributed disc systems. 

What remained clear from the discussion was that the two opinions could exist side· 
by-side. Parallel processors could satisfy both approaches, a point which underlines their 
versatility. 
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Abstract 

'Kosmos- An aid to Scientific Visualisation', 

A. McDonald 

University of Keele 

A method of linking a standard molecular dynamics simulation program to a remotely located graphics 

workstation {a Sun in this case) is outlined. A brief description oi the mGthod using a simple lennard.Jones 

system as the host molecular dynamics program is pmsantad. 

Introduction 

With the currently increasing performance/price ratio of computer systems, workers now lind 

themselves in the enviable position of having mora computer power available and at !ower cost than aver before. 

This leads to the question of how to use this (relatively cheap) computer power to enhance the productivtty of 

(relatively expensive) research staff. The traditional way of using greater computer power is to soak it up in 

simulating larger and/or more complex systems and analyzing the (voluminous) data produced at a later !!me, 1e in 

batch form. Many current users of research computer systems will be familiar with this method of working. Thera 

is at least one other way of working however, and this is to use some of the computer power to perform complex 

data analysis in realtime, ie as the simulation is progressing. Ideally the data shoukl be presented to the parson 

running the simulation in visual form as the combination of the human aye and brain is capable of processing vast 

amounts of data and drawing conclusions about the underlying patterns in the data much quk:ker than a computer. 

Description of KOSMOS {the Initiative) 

The KOSMOS project (Keele Open Software for MOlecular Simulation) is a project to develop a new 

generation of software for molecular simulation. The software will be robust and well-documented, since a 

primary aim is to bring the techniques into routine use by non-experts, particularly within industry (financial 

support from ICI Chemicals and Polymers is gratefully acknowledged). H will exploit the power and cost~ 

effectivengss of parallel computing; it will make much greater use of graphics and interaction than is possible 

using traditional super-computer batch-processing. 

Description of KOSMOS {the program) 

Under the auspices of the KOSMOS project here at Keele, a small demonstration system has been 

constructed. The KOSMOS program (named alter the in~iative) runs under the UNIX operating system. This is 

necessary as the UNIX concapts of 'pipes' and 'standard input and output' are crucial to the operation of the 

program. The KOSMOS program runs on standard Sun hardware (Sun 3/60's) and is programmed in the 0 

language, this baing preferential for systems/graphics type programs.Tha host program can be programmed in 

almost any computer language, but as most research workers are familiar with FORTRAN, the host program used 

as the test case was programmed in this language. 
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A simple two-dimensional Lennard-Janes system has been programme<! as the host program, this 

prograrn performs all the usual static and dynamic numerical calculations such as the Radial Distribution Function 

and the Velocity Auto-Correlation Functions. Thermodynamic parameters are also calculated. 

The KOSMOS program controls the host Lennard-Janes program using the standard input/output 

concepts of UNIX and a s1mple 'control language' to command the host program to perform functions such as 

switching oft voluminous outputs of data, changing the pressure or temperature of the system or anything else 

that the user has programmed into the host program. 

Using standard input/output in this way means that the host program can be tested on it's own, entirely 

independMt of the KOSMOS program, ie through an ordinary terminal and in soma circumstances this can be 

very useful. 

A two-way communication of data occurs between the KOSMOS and host program, KOSMOS sends 

commands to the host program, which the host program acts upon and sends back data in the form of numbers 

(integers or floating point), and textual information (such as warnings about the Hamiltonian straying outside 

defined ranges). This information is not cod&d in binary or any other form, ie the data is human· readable. 

The advantage of using the UNIX system and the method used in executing the host program is that 

theoretically any machine that can be remotely logg&d into (ie any machine that responds to '/login') can be used 

as the host machine running the simulation. Here at Keele, we run the same simulation program on a Sequent 

mainframe, and a Melka in·Sun computing surface using Transputers (and gratifyingly the latter simulation runs 

several times faster than the Sequent· which is already recognised ag a fast mainframe), 

What KOSMOS can do ... 

To make the control of the host program as simple as possible several useful devices are installed into 

the KOSMOS program 'as standard', these include the ability to control the simulation using the 'point·and-click' 

user·lntorface known as Sunview, which allows the user to use a mouse to control the entire simulation (ie 11 isn't 

necessary to usa the keyboard at all). The data analysis powers of the KOSMOS program include the ability to 

display the data in a familiar two-dimensional graph, and 'read' values off the graph using the mouse, or to have 

an electronic 'chart·recorder' continuously record the value of certain parameters (in the demonstration 

program, the temperature of the system, along with the kinetic, virial and total energies of the system are 

recorded). There also exists an 'animation' display that in the demonstration version shows idealised images of 

the atoms 'bouncing around' In their computational box. 

There is currently no way of users installing their own routines for handling the data from the host 

program without coding in C and recompiling the program. 

How KOSMOS does ft .•• 

Central to the idea ol how KOSMOS operates is the UNIX facilities of 'rsh' {remote shell) and 'pipes'. A 

remote shell is a command interpreter for another UNIX machine that is invoked from a machme that may be in the 

same room as, or on the other side of a campus from the host machine. Pipes aliow the output of one program to 

be used as the input to another program, for example the command who 1 we will count the number of users on the 

machine {who is a command that details what all the users on a machine are doing· one par line, whilst we is a word 
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and line counting program). KOSMOS does not use pipes in this way, rather using them as 'communication 

channels' between the host program and the KOSMOS controlling program. 

The KOSMOS program uses a configuration file that allows the usQr to change parameters that the 

KOSMOS program will use. When thQ KOSMOS program is invoked with this configuration file, it uses the rsh 

command to start up the simulation program on the host machine. The configuration file contains the name of the 

remote host program, which machine it rQsides on and how many 'windows' the usQr wants ('windows' used in th1s 

context includes the graphical devices that the user uses to display data on !he screen as wall as the definitions 

for the graphical controls that drive the host program - for example, the control that tells !he host to change ~s 

time step). 

Once the host program has started up, KOSMOS waits for one of two things to happen • the user 

selecting a control on the graphics screen, or data to become available on the 'pipe' from the host program. In the 

first case, a control string is constructed consisting of the command to execute, and any arguments that may be 

necessary (eg the command to change the time step is 'dtee0.000001). This control string is then kept waiting until 

the second action occurs - data appearir1g on the pipe. When this occurs, the KOSMOS program starts 

interpreting the data according to the configuration lila provided by the user. Typically this will consist of the 

host program telling KOSMOS how many 'updates' are about to occur, and the data associated with the-9e 

updates. Once all the data has been read in by KOSMOS (and various windows have been updated), the 

command string IS sent to the host program telling lt what the users request is. Typically this will be the string 

'none', implying that no action is necessary and that the host program can continue with its processing. If an 

action is required however, the host program will decode the command string, and call one of several subroutinqs 

to perform the action (change the temperature, density, time stQp etc.). 

These actions are continually performed by the two programs, until the user tells the host program to 

halt. 

This method of working means thatthQre can only be one command SQnl to the host program per time step 

(time step here means the interval between successive updates from the host program), this can be changed 

relatively easily however, to allow the user to set several parameters at once and have them all acted upon by 

the host program (ie interpreted). 

Why this way? 

There are a number of possible ways in which a simulation program can running on one machine can 

connect to a graphics program running on another, and we would like ewmtually to consider all these possibilities. 

The X·windows approach is becoming the standard method for doing this kind of thing. This is based on 

the concept of servers and clients. The user program acts as the client and contains the graphics calls: these 

control tho server program running on the workstation, all communications between the two being handled by the 

underlying protocols, transparently to tho user. However ana relies on the server program provided by the 

workstation manufacturer to utilise its graphics facilities efficiently, and in the current state of development 

there can be performance problems. 
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There are low-level methods within Unix by which different processes, possibly on different machines, 

may communicate with each other. In Berkeley Unix they are called sockets ; in System V they are known as IPC 

facilities. These methods are rather complex for the average scientif!c user, though no doubt they ar very 

powerful. 

Another approach is possible using the Maiko cstools software which provides the message-passing 

between processors which we use in writing parallel programs on our Transputer system. In their latest version 

of this software Maiko have provided a facility to use the samo mEISSage·passing routines between Suns on a 

network, and between Suns and Transputers. This is obviously an attractive approach for us as it means there is 

only one set ol software for us to learn. However. there are snags: Suns and Transputers have different 

internal data representations and messages sent between them must be converted into appropriate form. 

Furthermore this is a proprietary rather than portable approach. 

At the moment the use of two-way pipes seems the most suitablo method lor us. The simulation program 

can be written in Fortran, developed independent!y of the graphical interface, and will be completely portable. 

The only limitation is that it should read instructions and data from standard input, and produce results on 

standard output. The graphical interface can be written in C, and can make use of all tha graphics facilities and 

software available on the workstation. The two programs are coupled together be a facility wh~h is V9ry easy to 

use and is completely standard in all versions of Unix . 

Limitations 

The KOSMOS program as written at the presant time is limitod mainly by its mode of communication. Two

way pipes are a qulCk and easy method of passing data around between the two programs, but may not be the 

most 9fficiont way. There exist other methods of data transfer (specifically Berkeley style sockets, and shared 

memory), but these are all more complex than the method chosen. 

Because (relatively) slow pipes are usod to transfer the data, applications that output vast amounts of 

data (imaging systems coming to mind initially) are not suitable for the method of visualisation used in KOSMOS. 

Future Directions/Requests for Input 

The KOSMOS program is still very new and although more powerful systems do exist for scientific 

visualisation, the ease With which a standard molecular dynamics program can be converted to run under the 

KOSMOS system and thereby enjoy the benefits of graphical interaction/real-time data analysis is defmitely 

useful - it is even thooretically possible to take a current MD program and with tho addition of the parsing routine 

to decode commands from the Sun workstation, have it run under a graphical shell. 

However, this writer is inexperienced in the molecular dynamics field and would very much appreciate 

further guidelines/input on how to make the KOSMOS program more useful in general and to the molecular 

dynamics community in particular. 

I wish to extend my grateful thanks to Professor Mike Gillan and Or. David Fincham for their invaluable 

help in implementing this system. 
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R.eport on the CCP5 Workshop on the Computer 
Simulation of Polymers 

\V. Smith 

Daresbury Laboratory, l.S :.l"ovember L989 

The insriration for this workshop wets t.he CCP5 sponsored visi~ to Drtresbury Lnbo

ratory by Profe~sor Kurt Binder of the University of Moinz and ;vas one oft he scheduled 
e;·ent3 in Profe~sor Binder's short lecture tour of the United Kingdom. Nearly 20 scien
tists took part in the actual workshop nnd a much larger number e1.ttended the lecture 
given by Professor Binder, who begnn the meeting. 

Professor Binder's lecture was entitled "Monte Carlo Simulation in Polymer Physics'' 
ancl covered three area:> of polymer simulation: polymer nlixtures; mesophase foruwtion 
in block copolymers and adsorption of polymers at a wall, the first topic forming ~he 
bulk of the lecture. At the begining of his lecture Professor Binder emphasised the rleed 
to simulate longer polymer chains and cited the cheap computational power afforded 
by modern p<lrallel processors In ~hinz they currently h<we an 80 Transputer :\[eiko 
system, which Wtth optimal progranuning achieves approximate Cray x;-,rp (single pro
cessor) performance 

He began the description of the work of the :\[ainz group on polyer mixtures by de
scribing the phenomenon of ph"-se separation of a binary mixture. The thermoJynamics 
of this process has been described for a long while in terms of tl1e Flory- Huggins model 
( 1941) in which the enthalpy parameter\ is of central importance in accounting for the 
capacity of two polymers to mix. \can be clrived from scattering experiments, from 
which the dependence on the temper"-ture and the fractionnl composition of the mixture 
is deM. The Flory- Huggins modeL is Cl. !CI.t.~ice mo(lel in which the polymer chains (A and 
B) are regnrded as seU'-avoidmg random walks and the free lattice sik> are regarded ei
ther as '·free volume" or solvent molecules. The chains have lengths ,v,-~ and ,V a rmcl th'e 
enth"-lpy parameter xis related to the molecular interactions (EAA·~BB,IiAB) through 
the formulae: 

":;;;;: (-ta- (q,\ + t:aa)/'2 

_t:;;;;:ZE/kaT 

with Z as the coordination number. Using this model the free energy of mixing can be 
calculated and it has been used to study the coexistence curves <1.nd critical mixing of 
polymers. 

Professor Binder stressed the approximate nature of both entropy and enthalpy ex
pressions in this model, in particular the neglect of the correlation in site occupancy in 
the enthalpy. In several important respects the model fails: the critic"-! temperature can 
be incorrect by an order of magnitude: the model dispbys "-ll incorrect dependence on 
polymer concentrations; the functional dependence of X on the interaction pcuametArs 
is incorrect, and the predictions of the model appear to worsen <1.s the polymer size.-> <tre. 
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increC~sed. For these r'~asons ),[onte Carlo simulations have been used to explore the 

~ystem to highlight the re;\sons for the failure of the model. 
The ~.,[C simulations were <tlso performed on a grid, though the :>ystem was simulated 

<tl dilf.-:rent. clletllic n! potentials (assuming " reservoir of polymer chains) rather t hrtn with 
two kinds of chain. Chains were eqttilibrated using "kink jumps" and "end rotations" 
etc. [n prmciple mixing c;:tn be seen as the colll\pse of a suitable order parameter to zero 
i'.t the en tical temper:tture. However, complete coll<lpse is hindered by finite size effects 
<tnd an extrapolation to z•;ro in the order pcuameter. Finite size effects are also sr;en 

in the collective struct-ure t'ador at zero wave vector, where the developmg peak at the 
critical temperature is affc:c~ed. Resorting to finite size scaling theory, Prol"essor Binder 
c:xplained importance of the ratio of the system linear dimension to the correbtion length 

and how this can he \tsed to obtain the precise critic<tl tempenture. 
Comparison of the coexi::~tence curves produced by the 1vlonte Ciirlo simulations with 

those obtained from the Flory- Huggins model and the more sophistic('l.ted Gttggenheim 
modeL showed that while the ).-I(' curves possessed a "plateau", the FH cu.rves were 

paraboLlc and the Guggenheim results were intermediate between the two. A possible 
crms') for this beha~·iottr was the collapse of the A and B chains at different rates near the 
critical point- in the FH modeL but this was shown to incorrect by the MC simulations. 
!t wa.~ shown tha~ the principi'.l cause was the failure of the FH model to account 

adequately for the numbers ot' nearest neighbours For ex:arnple, for :32-beacl polymer 
chains at the critical point the FH model implied of Che order of 77 ne<trest neighbours, 
the Guggenheim model ,'),~ <tnd the 1dC simulations 30. This weakness in the FH model 
is t.he most important sottrce of error. 

Professor Binder also discussed the calculation of the equation of state, which is 
import <tnt because it allow~ the calculation of an efi'ective x which may then be com
pared with experiment. He also touched on the phenomenon of spinodal decomposition 

and Cahn'~ theory. The evidence obtained suggests that the polymer chains contract 
S<)tnewh<tt in the ertrly stages of spinodal decomposition. 

f-{c concluded his lecture wit.h a brief desc1 iption of two current investig"tions. The 
first wa~ t.lte mesoph(l.se formation in block copolymers, in which specific isomorphic 
blocks of the polymer chains form ordered '·lamella." structures while other blocks rem<tiu 
arnot pltutls. Liebler's theory for this phenomenon is currently being investigatd. The 

second investigation was the <tdsorpt ion of polymers on >nlls, where a det nil invest ig<ttion 
of the formation of points of cont<~.ct as a function of the interaction parameters was under 
way. 

The flrst speaker in the following workshop was Dr. J.H.R. Clarke of U.M.I.S.T. 
who~e t<tlk on the subject of ''P,Jtymer Simul<ttions: VVhy Bother with Dynanlics" pro

vided an oven·iew of the recent molecular dynamics simulation undert\\ken by his group 
in the Department of Chemistry. Their studies of dense polymers, where slow motions 

of polymer chains are not of interest, have shed light on the phenomenology of el<tstic 
strain, yield in pbs tic tlo;v and the glass transition. The polymer model they have used is 

a linenr '"tmited atom" chain, with pnblished interatomic parameters. They have de vel· 
oped tlleir own method of cre<tting in sittt a pseudo periodic amorphous polymer system, 
by <t growth process with Boltzmann weighting. A constant stress MD algorithm, based 
on Berendsen's approach, ts used to relieve the stresses in the system. 

Or Clarke described some results obtained when the model polymer is subjected 
to an uni-<txial stre~s. Initial work used step-wise increments in stress, but latterly a 
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continuou~ :;tre~s model hrts been used. The gwdurtl extension of the srtmple gives rise 
e•.:entui:~lly to plastic tiow <~.t the yi·dcl point, which is only p<:trtially re~·ersed when the 
.. ;tre~s is removed. The removal of the stress prior to n~aching the yield point results 
in el<tstic recovery. Thet·e is a reduction in density up to the point where yield occurs. 
<tncl an incre:\se thereaft-:r and the chitins become more ordered when stretched. A 
COtHparison of affine .'l.ncl non-amne dioplacements in the chains show that the non·affine 
displacements are much the mnller during yielding. Comparison of <~tornic positions 
before and after yielding;, using scrded coordinates, ~hows th<\t yield results from hrge 
movements of relati1·ely snw.ll parts of the chains. 

Dr. }[. Bishop, 1\lso of F.M.I.S.T. gave a talk entitled "Computer Simulatiorrs 
ot' Polymer-; (l.t a Surface··. The model examined wa~ a simple ''bead'' polymer wirh a 
"head'' he<td itnchored to the stuface (by an ''infinite" mass). The inter-bead interaction~ 
consisted of harmonic springs ("bonds") «nd LermMd·Jones nonbonded forces. Bettd 
poly·mer models are f<tvomed by Dr. Bishop, since they provide a simple model for 
investigation, white at the same time possessing the requires scaling properties for the 
macro~coptc case. The surface W<tS modellf~d as ii fl"'~ plane, with ii 9·3 SIHface·beacl 
potentiaL The density of the polymer molecules nt the surface was set very low (p ...,. 
0.00001) to prevenc chain interetctions between periodic imng:es. Brownian dynamics 
were used to incorporate _-;oh·ent effects. 

The basic model chrtins h.:we been used in studies o[ structmrtl properties of isolrtted 
polymers, where parameters of the polymer shape (such as RMS radius of gyt·ation 
< .s~ >) lW.I'e been reLo.ted to chain length in scaling laws of the form: 

' p < ,,- >~ A(N -1) 

in which P repre~ents <t nniversi'li exponent. Different "regimes'' of behaviour lwve been 
ob~en·ed, with di!ferent exponents, depending on the LJ pot.ential parameters ltSf;d and 
the dimensionalit.y of the system. Both "ex:cludecl volume'' (EV) and "non·exclttdecl 
volume" (NEV) chains have been studied nnd compared with statistical mechanical pr<O· 
dictions. Dr. Bishop ,-.lso described the collapse tri'lnsition where polymer chains become 
dominated by intr<\tuolecular forces i\nd consequently shrink to a globular ~tructure. 

With regard to polymers at a surfC~.ce, tt was shown that increasing the surface· bead 
<1.ttmction causes the chain to reside do-'3er to the surface, up to the point where it lies 
entirely otl the surface and beh;wes statistically like a :20 system. Howe~·er, increasing 
t.he intra· chain attraction causes the polymer to coalesce into a 3D globule with radiaL 
distribution functions resembling the bulk crystalline material. Competition hetween 
the surface and intramolecular forces is expected to ~how interesting phenomena. such 
as tilting of the globule at the surface at a characteristic angle. 

Dr. S.R. Euston of the Procter Department ot' Food Science, Leeds Fniversity de· 
scribed his research into campeti~ive adsorption at a surface, in his talk "Simulation 
of C'ompetiti~·e Ad3orption bet.ween Polymers and Small Displacer )Jlolecules at a Sur
face". The subject is of interest to food scienCists because of the competit-ive adsorption 
effects between protein 5tabilizers and low molecular weight emulsifiers in food colloids. 
The model studied by Dr. Euston was a Monte Carlo simulation of a 3D tetrnhedraL 
lattice with both polymer and clisplacer molecules. The initial system consisted of pure 
polymer, which was allowed to equilibwte, with some segments lying in nn interfacial 
region. The dis placer molecules were than acided to this equilibrated system. 

The polymer surface interaction energy was fL>::ed at a constant value and the etfeccs 
of changes in the displacer·surface and polymer·displacer interactions and disphcer con· 
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centrat10n were investigated. The assessment of the clumges in the adsorption ot" the 
polymer was obtrtined in terms of the fractions of "loops", ''trtils" and "trains" in the 
rtdsorbed polymedFigure l). 

~ 
tail 

loop 
tra1n 

Figure 1. loops, tails and trains 

The resnlts showed thi\t the primrtry crl.llse of polymer displacement was the sud'ace con, 
ceoJration of the dis placer molecules. VMying the displacer·surface attraction appeared 
to be less lmportarrt than the Sltrface coverage However, for low surf<ece-dispbcer at· 
traction, a higher concentration of displacer was required to achie~·e the same co;·ernge. 
This higher concentration appeared to retard the displacement. Changing the dis placer
polymer inkraction at fixed concentration had little effect when it was repulsive, but 
when attractive increased the polymer <1-clsorption. Dr EllSton conlucled his talk with <1. 

brief surv-ey oC analytic<1.l theories of the etfect of dis placer molecules. 
Dr. \\·l. Saqi of the Department of Crystallography, Birkbeck Coltege, grtve a talk en

tJtled ·').[onte C<trlo Free Energy Simulation of Amino Acids". Free energy calculations 
are relevant in many <treas ofbiomolecular simul\\tions, including drug design. The tech
niques currently being used at Birkbeck i\re concerned with the effects of substituting i\H 
rtmino <~.cid Llnit inn protein sequence with an alternative amino acid (i.e. a sub~titution 
ot" the type A-B-C-D ~ > A-B'-C-D). in aqueOLlS solution. 

The free energy method employed i~ based on thermodynamic perturbi\tion theory, 
in which tl"te system hamilt-onian contains a perturbing term, with a coupling parameter 
(.~ny ,\). Ev·aluation of the equilibrium energy of the system with ditfw>nt Vil.)ues of the 
coupling parameter enables the free energy difference between the original, unperturbed 
system <tnd the final, fully perturbed ~ystem, to be calculated by integri'ltion Mer the 
coupling pi1.tameter. In applications to protein problems the perturbation takes the form 
of a substitution of one amino ncid residue for another. ;).[any queries :~.re raised hy this 
technique, such as: adequacy of sampling: choice of Sllitable values of\ (i.e. "windows'"): 
reproducibility of the results; effects of ne1ghbouring residues (local environment). and 
how to deal witlt long range effects. 

Dr. S<l.qi described the nat1.1re of these difficulties with reference to some ex\1.mple 
perturbation calculations: the substitlttion of ~0 H for ~C' H} in methanol; the 8\lb
stitution of threonine (THR) for valine (VAL) in a tripeptide, and THR for VAL in \1. 
pentapelJtide. The BOSS program of Jorgensen (Purdue) was used for this work and 
the water model wns TIP4P. l'dany important points were made by Or. Saqi. arising 
from t.hese simulations. The main lesson appeared to be the need for adecttHtte error es
timntion. There is a tendency in modern work to judge the merit of the results obtained 
on a basis of the absence of apparen~ hysteresis on reversing the substitution process 
to the startmg point. However, examination of hysteresis o~·er each individual window, 
reveals that underestimates of the errors Ci\n anse from this. Dr. s.:tqi reconunended this 
<tppronch tn the interests of better error estimation. Longer simulations, better sampling 
algorithms and careful choice of windows may be required in future. 
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The final t;·dk of the workshop wets given by I. Siepmann of C(tmbriclge lln.iversity 

"-nd was en~itlecl ;'A New \[ethod for the Calculation of Chemical Potentials of Dense 

Chain Systems". f-Ie began by describing the "particle insertion" me~hod of Widom, 

which reqnires the <tttempted insertion of ·'ghost'' p<trt.icles at interv<t-ls into a simulated 
system in orr.ler t1) obtain an estimit-te of the chem.iwl potential. The method been 

u~ec! sttcccsst\t!ly. but i~ impractical for dense systems <tnd difficult to implement t"or 
moknlle3. ).fr. Siepmann h<ts implemented a method t'or perfornung the insertion ,)f 
moderately lung polymer ch<'.ins, which entails the initial insertion of a ·'head'" particle. 

l"ollowed by the insertion of the following chetin by a Self Avoiding random Walk (SA\V). 
The method has been tested in simulations of polymer molecules adsorbed at a 

surface etnd compared w1th \Vidom"s method and the "grid insertwn" method. The 

results clearl.r ~howed thett, in this ilpplimtiiJn, the SAW method conv·erged the most. 
ri1.pLdl_v and very long simulations (:.no million ~-lC moves !) were required to produce 
i1.greement between the methods. The \·Vidom method nppeared to be much the worst 

of the three methods. 

The final event of the day wa$ an informal talk by Dr. A. LI:Iasters of :-ranchester 

l 7 niversity. who outlined some of t.he scaling problems encountered in lattice ~tudies of 

the system comprised of a polymer in a solvertt. A Sl!I!UHMY of Htis contribtttion has 

been kindly provided by Dr. ).let~ters in the following Mticle. 
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A SINGLE POLYMER CHAIN ON A 
LATTICE - SOME QUERIES 

A.J. fv'Iasters 

Department of Chemistry, University of ~~ranchester, Manchester Ml:3 DPL, U.K. 

Towards the end of the CCPS workshop of polymer simulation ( t5th November, 
1989), there w<1.s gr<tntecl an opportunity for the participants to raise queries and ques
tions about polymers and I duly displayed my ignor<tnce about lattice chains. Many 
comments were made by the audience, $0 now that I have been asked to reveal my con
fusions to e;·en more people, I hope I can incorpor<\te some of the points made then. At 
the outset, thollgh, I would like to make the disclaimer that I am fairly new to the poly
mer field, so many of my problems and arguments will doubtless either be old chestnuts 
or, as likely as not, just sunply wrong! In any case, [would like to learn more about the 
subject, so any suggestions, references, etc., would be most welcome. 

In this article I would like to consider single lattice chains in good solvent conditions. 
I thus begin with a rapid outline of two-parameter theory, then give a brief account of 
self.avoicling w<tlks on a lattice (SAW's) and finally consider SAW's but with nearest 
neighbour attractions. Finally I try to summarize what I do not understand. 

1 Two-Parameter Theory 

It is commonly assumed [1] that' the behaviour of sufficiently long chains in good sol vents 
is predicted by a Hamiltonian, N, given by 

H::: - 2~.2 1N d-n( 8~~t)f- ~ioN d-n1foN dn~O(r(rq)·-r(nJ)), I 1 I 

ln1-n"2l>a 

where the chain is represented by a continuous curve of contour length Nl and r(n) is 
a point a contour length nl along the chain. The excluded volume parameter is c•, l 
is the Kuhn persistence length and a is a cut-off to rule out segments interacting with 
themselves. In the limit a--> 0 one obtains the result 

< R2 > 
Nl' ~ F(o); F(O) ~ 1, (2) 

where < R'2 > is the mean squared end-to-end distance ancl 

( 
3 )J/"2 11 -l/' :; = - -1'J ¥ 

:2;r p 
(3) 

Similarly, < S"2 > fNl 2 , where < 5 2 > is the mean squared radius of gyration, is also 
simply a function of the smgle variable, :; . 
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The most recent calculation I know of F(z) is due to ),Juthukumur and Nickel !1), 
and their results <tre fitted extremely well by 

F(o) ~ (l + 7.524o + ll.06o'J'"'' (4) 

Another recent formtd<~. due to Douglas and Freed [:3) is 

F(.::) ::::: 1.732.::o.tn.l (.: > 0.76) I 5 I 

and many other formulae have been proposed. 
'We can now ask whether lattice chains obey two pMameter theory, and, if so, how 

we get ,·alues for u, I, and N? Then one could attempt to verify the various approxitnate 
formul<:te for F(.::). We first consider the most studied lattice model of SAW's withoul 
attractions. 

2 Potted History of SAW's 

For a walk of N steps, e?.ch of length l, Domb and Barrett [4) noted that 

( 6) 

for many types of three dimensional lattices, where 

v N ( 3 ) '/2 ::oa == -- - Vcdl• 
3 171" 

(T} 

l\·e/1 being the volume per l<1.ttice point of the unit cell (for a diamond lattice u,~u ::: 
1.5413 ). The denominator in eq. (6), Nl.l, is the mean square end·to·end distance for <:t 
random walk with immediate reversals allowed. 

Some theoretical basis for this form for ::; came from studies of the Domb-Joyce 
model [5), where intersecHons of the chain are permitted with a non·zero probability, 
a configuration being we1ghted by the factor 111.1(1- wb';1 ). w:::: 0 corresponds to a 
random walk without reversals and w =: 1 corresponds to a SAW. 

It was found by carrying out an expansiOn in w that 

(8) 

where A 1 ::::: (4/3)zoa(l + O(N- 0 ·5 )) ::\nd so on. Thus if, in each term, one kept only 
the leading power of N, one regains the two· parameter theory with z ::::: :::.oa, N and l 
being simply the number of steps and the step length respectively 1 e. 

< R >'2 
Nl' ~ F(wzna) (9) 

Y<:tmakawa [6) compared this prediction agamst computer simulation, finding plots 
of< R >'2 JNI'2 vs zoa gave a smooth curve for results from many different lattices. 
On the diamond lattice, with 42 < N < 140 Yuan [7) found< R >.l /illl 2 fitted eq. (5) 
very well with ::; :::: zoa but agreed very poorly with eq. ( 4). 

Not all lanices fitted this picture, though, but Tanaka [8) showed that if u was 
treated as a parameter to be fixed empirically for each type of lattice, a smooth master 
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cttt'Y'(~ Clluld he obtained t()t' R2 > / < R2 ··o where<. R2 ·-o is t.he y·alue of K'. 

fnt· ,l. r<\ndntll W<t!k in which immediate rever~ctls were foriliclden (e.g. for large .Y on 
:t diamotHll<1.ttice, ., R2 ·, 0 :::: ],\fl 2 ). Furthermore, harin~ now clet.erminecl :, Tan<tb 
~lwwed a plot. nl' < S 2 / < s·::. >o vs. :; (where ag0.in ··, s:. >•J corresponds to a random 
walk withont. immediate reversed~) gave a smooth cur•;e for all the bttices comidered. 

The qne~tions now arise as to whethAr une nn calcal.:tte the mltte of i.' rheuretica!ly 
and as to why the Yanmbwa :~.nd Domh·Barrett. focmoftwo-pi'lrameter theorv. ubtained 
t'rom consideration ofeq. (8). seems to t'ail. \Ve now pursue these points a little l'mther 

in the cnmse of considet·ing attul.ctlve potentials. 

3 Attractive Potentials 

A typic11.l sinudi\tion might take the pair potentml, v(r), between two segments to be 

:'X)' ,. oO 

c-(,·1 ' - kT' 
,. 

" l (tO I 

~ 0 I'> l 

At r: ::::o 0 we regain the SAVv', but there is a theta point, where c ::::o c0 , when 

( t 1 I 

-i.e. the r11.ndom w11.lk without inunediate 'reversi\ls result. 
Two·parameter theory would suggest an c·dependent volume, v(o), should exist, 

where t'(<'o) = 0. Within the Domh-Bi'lrrett flpproi\ch, one would presumably nse eq. 
(T) replacing t'cell by v(t·) and having u(O):::: ·t'all· This fails, though, at the t.heta-point, 
for eq. (8) would then incorrectly predict < RJ >o= NF instead of the result given by 
eq. ( ll) Thus modifications must be made to the Domb-Joyce model if it ls to lvwe 
any hope of describing the variation of< R 2 > with e. 

The obvious approach is simply to forbid iuunediate reversi\ls in the original model, 
in which case one finds 

where Bo::;:: 1 + O(N~ 1 ) and 8 1 :::: (4/3):0 8 (1 + O(N- 112)), etc. with ::0 8 containing 
C\ll excluded volume different from Vcdl· If one is permitted to keep only the leC\ding 
powers of N in each term (as before in the original model), one obtains 

< R'2 > ~ I 

R
,. = f(wc 08 1 (131 < ~ _.-'0 

with the same function F as in eqs. (:2) (l.nd (9). 
As w -· l, however, both models reduce to t.he same SAW and then eqs. (9) and (13) 

are clearly incompatible. Evidently the problems have arisen from dropping the lower 
order powers of N in the expansion coefficients - in a way that I do not see, the sum of 
these neglected terms must be of the same order of magnitude as the terms retained. In 
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fact, looking <tt the problem this way, I find it hard to see how, in thew~ 1 limit, the 
serie$ m eqs. (8) ::tnd (12) can agree and still obey two parameter theory! 

On the more pritctic.al side, preliminary studies snggest t-hat eq. ( 13) also fails. It 
<1-ppears th<Lt a plot of< R'2 > I < R~ >o vs. ::0 8 gives <tnything bnt a smooth curve 
for <tll the different bttices, and, for the diamond lattice, the results disagree strongly 
both with eqs_ (4) <1nd (5). 

I abo attempted, for the diamond lattiCe, to determine directly v( E)/ v( 0) by requiring 
a plot of< R 2 >I< R" >o vs. (t•(•)lv(O))N 1/J to yield as smooth a curve as possible 
(42 < N < 2:20). The results are shown in fig. (1) The full curve is the best fit to 
the data from ~q. (4), using v(O) <ts the fitting par<tmeter. Close inspection reveals 
that points for a given E cross the master cun·e, and clearly eq. (4) fits the data poorly. 
Furthermore a plot of< 5 2 > I< 5 2 >o vs. (v(t)/v(O))N 11"2, with u(e')./t•(O) determined 
from the < R 2 > datil., shows no smooth curve. Evidently, for this range of chi\in lengths 
on a diamond lattice, two parameter theory is not working too well. 

4 Final Comments 

Ideally one would like to use the computer simu!<1tion of lattice chi\ins to te$t theories, 
such as two parameter theory. The work of Tanaka suggests t.hat if the excluded volume 
parameter is fitted empirically, then < R 2 > / < R2 >o and < Sl > / < 5 2 >o for 
Si-\'vV's for many different lattices fall onto a single nwster curve when plot: ted against z. 
So far our attempts to extend this analysis to include walks wit.h attractive potenti<1ls 
have failed~ studies on chi\ins much longer t-han N ::::: :210 would probably be needed 

The problem in testing theories such as the one given by eq. (<1) lies in determining 
v. The original and modified Domb-.Joyce models give different predictions for t', and 
indeed, in the SAW lim..it and for large N, it is hard to see how the two expansions 
contrive to sum to the same result, which they evidently must do. 

These, then, are my difficultle$. The theoret1c<Ll ones being a failure to properly 
understand the relationship between two parameter theory and the Domb-Joyce models 
and the practical ones being an inability to get two parameter theory to agree well 
with simulation results obtained for a chain with attractive potentials on a diamond 
lattice. The latter problem might be helped by simulations of longer chains or else by 
having some theoretical idea as to the form of corrections to two parameter theory. For 
example studies based on the full Hamiltonian in eq, (1), retaining the cut-off a nllgh't 
prove enlightening. For a diamond lattice <tnd without inunediate n;versals, it ti\kes six 
steps or more for a chain to return to its starting point, and if a '" 6, then a chain nllght 
have to be very long before neglecting a becomes a good approximation. 
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Introduction 

The central role that zirconia based ceramics occupies in the range of 

non-metallic engineering materials is largely due to their remarkable property 
of transformation toughening. In essence, crack propagation is arrested 

through a phase transformation in which the symmet~ of zirconia grains in the 

matrix changes from tetragonal to monoclinic. In addition to these two 

polymorphs there is a high temperature cubic form which has the fluorite 
structure. When lower valent dopants such as Y or Ca are added in sufficient 

quantities the cubic for.m is an excellent fast ion conductor, as demonstrated 
by Nernst almost 100 years ago. 

In the pure Zr02 system, only the monoclinic form is stable at room 
temperature, the two higher temperature forms being unquenchable. The 

cubic -t tetragonal transformation temperature is 2370°C whilst the 

mechanically important tetragonal -~ monoclinic transition occurs at 1170°C. 
Both of these temperatures can be lowered by the addition of dopant ions such 

as the rare earths and Mg oc Ca. In this way, the cubic structute can be 

found down to temperatuces of around 1140°C, or even lower, since the .eutectic 
decomposition reaction is somewhat sluggish. 

A number of potential models for zirconia have been developed and some 

studies of the defect structure and phase relations have been reported. The 
recent development of a free energy minimisation code has .prompted us to 

investigate the structural phase transitions in zirconia, computationally. 

This is of special interest for the cubic~ tetragonal transition which is 
hard to investigate experimentally because of the high temperatures involved. 

In the doped systems, it is known that this transition is of a displacive, 
non-martensitic type, whereas it has been established that the 

tetragonal ~ monoclinic .transformation is ma.rtensitic in nature. 
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Theoretical Background 

The PARAPOCS code equilibrates crystal structures to a given temperature 

(and pressure) by minimising the (Helmholtz) free energy. A range of 

thermodynarndc properties such as entropy, specific heat and Gibbs energy are 
also calculated. 

The method used is based on lattice dynamics and a major limitation 
turns out to be the use of the quasi-harmonic approximation, which assumes 
that the vibrational motions in the solid consists of independent quantised 
harmonic oscillators whose frequencies may vary with cell volume. 

The prediction of crystal structures and other temperature dependent 
crystal properties first requires the calculation of internal stress caused 

by the vibration of the constituent atoms. As stress is equal to the 

derivative of free-energy with respect to volume, and the free-energy at a 

given volume can be evaluated directly from the phonon frequencies, the 
first step is to dete~ine the frequencies. For a shell model potential, 
the equations of motion to be solved are: 

m- • 

in which u is the displacement of the core and m its corresponding 
mass. In the case of the massless shells we have the condition: 

dV 
-. 0 
dw 

where w is the shell displacement, corresponding to zero net forces on 
the shells. The potential energy is expanded to second order with respect 

to ion displacerrents i.e. the ha~nic approximation: 

V'(r) - V(r) • l/2(W •u•u + W •u•w + W •w•u + W •w•w) uu uw wu ww 

assuming the unit cell is at equilibrium and Wuu represents the second 
derivative matrix between cores, Wuw between core and shell and www between 
shells. 

Finally, before solving for the derivatives with respect to core and 

shell displacements, the periodic nature of the solid must be 
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considered, by including the dependence of atomic displacements on the wave 

vector g i.e. 

and 
u • u exp(i{g·_E- wt) 

w • w exp(i(g·E- wt) 

where r is the atom position and w the vibrational frequency. The 
second derivative, or force constant, matrix is similarly affected, for 

example the force constant matrix for the interactions involving only 

shells is given by: 

which is summed over all ions rb. Similar expressions are obtained for 
the core-shell (T) and the core-core (R) matrices. Hence we can now solve 
the equations of motion to get: 

and 
0 • T•u + S•w 

where m is the diagonal matrix of core masses. Removing the shell 

displacements ~ gives 

Finally, by defining the dynamical matrix D as: 

and 

-1;~ I -1 -112 
0 • ~ • ~ - .:!:·~ •!) ·~ 

u- m- 112 ·n - -we get 

1in • D•n 

which is now an eigen-vector problem and hence the frequencies can be 

calculated by diagonalising the dynamdcal matrix. However, the phonon 
frequencies are dependent on the wave vector, so to determine the 

phonon density of states, we need to calculate the frequencies aver all 
possible wave vectors. 



1'he need to calculate the frequencies for all wave vectors is overcame 

in ~art by determining only those frequencies on a three-dimensional mesh 

of points within the Brillouin zone, using an appropriate weighting facto,. 
The weighting will depend on the numbe' of times a point appears in the 
Brillouin zone, thus the zone centre, q~(O,O,O), which appears only once, 

will have a weighting factor of one, whilst q•(0·5,0·5,0·5) for an 

orthorhombic crystal, will have a weighting factor of eight. Fortunately 
the thermodynamic properties converge rapidly with the size of the mesh, 

for temperatures above SOK. For the range of materials that have been 
considered so far, there is little difference in the magnitude of the 

thermodynamic properties for meshes containing more than eight distinct 
points. The failure at very low temper~tures is because acoustic phonons 

with wave vectors close to the zone centre are the only thermally excited 

modes, and thus a fine mesh is needed in this region to determine 

correctly the phonon frequencies and so the thermodynamic properties. This 
difficulty may be overcome by the use of so-called "uneven sampling" 

techniques which give an appropriate weighting to wave vectors ne~r the 
zone centre. Once the phonon frequencies have been determined for points 

within the irr:educible Brillouin zone, we can calculate the thermodynamic 
functions E, S, F and Cv i.e. the vibrational energy, entropy, free energy 
and heat capacity, respectively, using the appropriate weighting factors. 

They are determined from the following expressions, for a set of hannonic 

oscillators: 

( X/2 + X/(e' -11 I 

(-ln(1-e-'l + x/(e' -111 

F • kT ~ 

(x2 e' )/(e'-11 
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where each is summed over the total number of phonon frequencies, M, 

and where x•hwijkT. The zero point energy Ehw1 ;2 is also included 
in the vibrational energy and free-energy. In addition, the phonon density 

of states can be calculated. 
This then gives the thermodynamic functions for the strain free crystal 

structure. However, we also need to include thermal expansion (which, of 
course, is zero within the harmonic approximation) in order to determine 
the crystal structure at a given temperature. The quasi-ha~nic 
approximation is then used to calculate the volume dependence of the 

therrnodynarrUc and structural properties. For example the kinetic pressure 
is simply the derivative of vibrational free energy with respect to volume. 

Thus for a ~~ic material: 

and is deternUned by calculating the free-energy at a given volume and 

then recalculating F after making a small adjustment dV to the cell volume. 

Once the kinetic pressure is evaluated, the constant pressure energy 

minimisation technique can be employed for predicting the thermally 
equilibrated structure, except that the total pressure is now defined as 
the sum of the kinetic, mechanical and hydrostatic pressure. The problem 

becomes slightly more complicated for non-cubic materials as the volume 
will not expand isotropically. For these systems we have to consider six 
different strain components. However, the same approach is utilised but 
with a small strain applied in each of the different directions and hence 

the kinetic pressure becomes the difference in free-energy for each 

component: 

1 dF . --

and from the kinetic pressure and the elastic constants we are in a 
position to determine the resulting strain with which to perform a 

constant pressure energy minimisation. During the minimisation, each atom 
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posi~ion is adjusted so that it remains at a potential energy minimum, by 

performing a constant volume energy minimisation, each time the cell volume 

is modified. This is to reduce the possibility that an atom will be moved 
to a position where the ha~nic approximation will breakdown, such as at a 
potential energy maximum, leading to imaginary frequencies, Thus by 

minimis1ng to constant pressure and including the vibrational component of 

the free-energy, the crystal structure at a given temperature can be 

predicted. 
We use a further approximation in the simulation, by assuming that the 

vibrational component to the elastic constants is small and hence can be 

neglected. Recent work by Harding has indeed shown this approximation to 
be reasonable. The technique outlined above, which is the basis of the 

computer code PARAPOCS, is used to calculate the thermal expansion 
coefficient; one approach is to evaluate the crystal st~cture at two 

finite temperatures, and simply detenmine the change in volume, i.e. 

ld'l 

V dT 

which is analogous to the experimental technique of dilatometry in which a 
small change in volume on heating is measured. An alternative approach is 
to use standard thermodynamic functions requiring the thenmal Gruneisen 

parameter, y, the isothermal compressibility, Kr or the adiabatic 

compressibility, K
5

, along with the heat capacities: 

The thermal Gruneisen parameter can be determined from the change in 
frequencies with volume directly, by first calculating the mode Gruneiserr 

parameters for each frequency: 

-d.lnwi 

dlnV 
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The bulk, or thermal, Gruneisen parameter is evaluated by taking the 
average of the heat capacity weighted mode Gruneisen parameters: 

1 
Y - - • ~c. Y, 

' ' c" 
where ci is the he'at capacity for mcde i. Similar expressions can be 

determined for non-cubic materials; Barron gives an excellent account for 
determining the properties for non-cubic crystals: i.e. the 
expansion coefficients in the jth direction are: 

d[ln[l.) I 
J 

o:j .. 
dT 

and 

where lj is the cell dimension in the jth direction and sjk is the elastic 
compliance tensor (the inverse of the elastic constant). 

The biggest drawback as far as the present work is concerned is the 
neglect of anhacmonic tenns. These are expected to be not insignificant at 
high temperatures, especially at the cubic~ tetragonal transition (2370°C), 
near the melting point of Zr0

2 
at 2600°C (approximately). 

Results 

Our objective was to calculate the free energy of each polymorph as a 
function of temper~ture and thus obtain the transformation temperatures. our 
first setback was the observation that at low temperatures both the tetragonal 
and cubic structures were found to have imaginary nx>des. This proved to be 

somewhat of a problem for equilibration at higher temperatures, (for example, 
within the known temperature range of their stability), because P.ARAPCX:S 
cannot routinely handle imaginary modes, since these can have no physical 
contribution to the free energy. Thus equilibration at temperatures around 
the two phase transitions proved not possible and we had to consider other 
ways of investigating these transitions. 
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Our next step was to examine the displacements indicated by the 

eigenvectors of the imagina~ modes. for the cubic fluorite st~cture, there 

were three modes corresponding to each of the cartesian axes. First, we 

displaced the oxygen ions along the directions of one set of eigenvectors (but 
by a magnitude somewhat less than that of the eigenvectors) and then perfonned 

a static lattice energy minimisation on this distorted st~cture. The final 
relaxed st~cture turned out to be exactly that of the equilibrated tetragonal 
symmetry structure. Thus, we have determined the mechanism of transfonnation 

from cubic to tetragonal symmetry. This occurs because of an instability in 

the cub1c fluorite structure associated with the mode calculated to have an 

imaginary frequency. 

Following on from this, we displaced the (oxygen) ions in the tetragonal 

st~cture, in the directions implied by the eigenvectors of irnagina~ 
eigen-frequencies and perfo~d a similar static lattice relaxation to the one 

just described. The final relaxed structure turned out to be exactly that 
obtained by equilibrating the crystallographic monoclinic structure. Thus the 

two transformations would appear to have similar origins. 

This apparently conflicts with the established wisdom, with regard to the 

tetragonal ~monoclinic transformation. However, the tetragonal structure can 

only be stabilised at temperatures below 1170°C through the incorporation of 
dopants. One might speculate that this would alter the lattice dynamics of 

the phase transition. We would argue that it is the lattice instability that 
underlies the martensitic nature of the t ~ m transfo~tion. The monoclinic 

structure has ave~ low tolerance for dopant additions: its solid solution 

compositional range is extremely narrow (around 1%). The lattice instability 

means the transition will occur very rapidly, thus giving the dopants no time 

to exsolve. we believe, based on our current results, that the martensitic 
nature is part governed by kinetics. We would not expect the lOOt pure Zr02 
material to show a martensitic t ~ m transformation. 

Effects of Dopant Additions 

Obviously, a way to investigate the role that foreign cations play in 

stabilising the high temperature structures is to build a supercell and just 

substitute some other cation, say calcium, for some of the zirconium ions. 
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The supercell approach is necessary here because PARAPOCS is a perfect lattice 

code. (Alternatively, codes that calculate local vibrational modes around 

defects might also be used). 
We 1nitially set up a doubled cell and replaced one of the zr by Ca (and 

introduced an oxygen vacancy for charge balance). This had the interesting 

effect of removing the imaginary modes that were originally present, but, 
because of the lowering of symmetry, other imaginary frequencies were 

intrcduced. 

Our next thought was to consider the effect on the nonnal mode frequencies 
if one treated all the cations as an average of {Zr + Ca), thus retaining the 
cubic symmet~. Re~lacing 1 zr in 8 by Ca reduces the charge on the cations 

from a nominal 4+ to a nominal 3.75+. The charge on the oxygen ions were 
similarly scaled, as were the masses of the ions. With this concentration of 
dopants, the st~cture was equilibrated at a temperature of 600K (more about 
temperature later on). The imaginary frequencies that had been present 

earlier now disappeared. This strongly suggests that it is the effective 

charge on the dopant that is responsible for stabilising the cubic phase, 

rather than just the ion size. Earlier, we had argued that, in the case of 
Ca, the size of the ion forces the oxygen lattice to be cubic in the vicinity 

of the dopant, and that when sufficient dopants were added to ensure that the 
local cubic symmetries associated with each dopant overlapped, one would have 
a stabilized cubic structure. This argument was based on calculations of the 

defect structure of Ca doped zirconia (Phil. Mag. in press), but does not 
easily explain why Mg also stabilises the cubic phase, because the ionic radii 

of Mg 2
+ and zr4+ are very similar. However, both ca and M.g have the same 

effective charge and we would thus expect them to have a similar effect in 

stabilising the cubic structure. Work on this is in progress at Alfred. 
Next, we reduced the amount of "dopant 11 to. a nominal 6.25% by increasing 

the ion charges (and the masses). At the same temperature, the imagina~ 
frequencies were still present, indicating that this was not a sufficient 
concentration to stabilise the cubic structure. However, this concentration 

was enough to stabilise the tetragonal structure. These results are 

consistent with the experimental phase diagram for temperatures around 1750°C, 

approximately. (We did not have time to explore further these effects; this 

would obviously be a worthwhile exercise 1 though). 
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Temperatures Effects 

The differences between the temperature used in these calculations, 600K, 
and the approximate experimental equivalent, 2000K, needs further discussion. 
The calculations did not converge at higher temperatures. We believe that 

this is because the· elastic properties predicted from the potential model are 
too stiff (C

11 
is too large}. Free energy calculations are a rather severe 

test of interatomic potentials and the difference of 50% (61 GPa calculated v. 
42 GPa measured} for C

11 
means that the balance between static and kinetic 

pressures will be attained at lower calculated temperatures than would be 

measured. It might also be noted that an error of only 0.02eV translates into 
a temperature difference of about 200K. Thus we should not expect too much in 

this regard from our potential model. It would be an interesting exercise to 
see how much improvements to the interatomic potential would be reflected in 

the temperatures emerging from the calculations. 

A final point concerns the actual limitation of the thea~ behind the 
calculations. The phonon modes were calculated in the quasi-hannonic 

approximation which is almost certainly not applicable at temperatures much 

above the Debye temperature. 
our results, indeed, suggest that this will be a limitation to successful 

high temperature simulations, especially in the vicinity of the cubic ~ 

tetragonal phase transition at 2370°C 
our results here indicate that anhannonic effects lead to the stability of 

the cubic phase in pure Zr0
2 

which may exhibit a considerable degree of static 

disorder around the oxygen sites in addition to the thermal motion to be 

expected. FUrther work, both theoretical and experimental (e.g. in-situ 

diffraction studies), are suggested for this problem. 
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Summary 

Publication and citation indicators are used to analyse quantita

tively the scientific communication in the research specialty 

''Molecular dynamics (MDJ method~. The study is based on a biblio

graphy of about 1000 papers published during the four-year period 

1982-1985 and the Citations of 1982-1987 to these papers.· By 

means of a coherent set of scientoroetric indicators we 

characterize both the time series of such indicators (especially 

the Citation impact) and several biblioroetric distributions 

(authors, performance, journal productivity). Moreover, we inter

pret the influence of fundamental MD papers by means of their 

Citation hiStOTlBS. 

1. Introduction 

In this journal it is not necessary extensively to ex~lain 

the role of simulation methods in condensed matter studies. On 

the supposition that a time interval of some picoseconds is 

enough to learn the main structural and dynamical properties of 

many particle systems. one models the trajectories of the consti

tuents - atoms and atom groups of matter under consideration - on 

the computer. Beginning with the source papers of Alder and 

Wainwright C 1 J. Rahman [ 2 J. Rahman and Stillinger C 3 J has 

now the molecular dynamics method a well established position 

within physics, chemistry, and molecular biology.The jump from 

theoretical research to practical applications is now done ( 4 J. 
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Only the application of the MD method allows the study of speci

fic aspects of atomic motions- in structureless liquids and 

complicated proteins. The development of the MD method is tightly 

connected with the increasing potential of computing techniques. 

Two main tendencies can be observed: 

(il The l1igh degree of parallelism in supercomputers needs the 

development of a new type of software and 

(iii the available chips for low prices makes it possible to 

construct special purpose computers. 

Up to now it is not clear what real value the special 

computers will have in the future on simulation methods. 

purpose 

During the last 10 - 15 years quantitative methods of 

research evaluation have occupied an important position in 

research management and science policy. Among other approaches. 

the quantitative and statistical analyses of scientific litera

ture play an important role to assess the output, i. e. the 

results of basic research. In 1969 the term ''scientometricsn 

(naukometri,jal was created including all kinds of quantitative 

analyses of the generation, propagation, and utilization of 

scientific information C 5 ]. 

According to the original definition scientometrLcs refers 

to ''those quantitative methods which are dealing With the 

analysis of science viewed as an information process". Restric

ting to such fundamental formal units of scientific communication 

as publications and citations of scientiflC papers. we suppose 

explicitly that research results are primarily published in jour

nals and that we can use the citation frequencies of correspon

ding papers as a measure for the attention paid by scientific 

communities (or also as a measure of impact, utility, importance 

or quality). In spite of different publication and Citation 

habits in different fields of science, we can start 

assumption that the mentioned suppositions are 

fulfilled 10 physics and other fields. 

from the 

generally 

Extensive quant'itative studies of the structure and dynamics 

of science require the possibility of online searches in data-

bases containing bibliographic information on published scienti

fic literature, the availability of appropriate software for 

statistical analyses and the application of a system of sciento-
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metric iodic~tors ~hich allo~ a reflection of structural a~d 

evolution3ry aspects of science as well. 

By counting the total of articles per year on a particular 

subject and recognizing the changes in the following years, one 

can already get a good impression of the varying interest within 

the research community. By examining papers that become highly 

cited shortly after publication, one can often realize the so

called ''hot spots'' in science areas of research that are 

actually of special interest to scientists. These highly cited 

pa~ers are sooner or later cores in research front specialties. 

Particularly the technique of co-citation analysis has proven to 

be a powerful tool in studying the specialty structure of science 

[ 6,7 ]. 

It is a well-known fact that publication and citation pat-

terns tend to be quite different in the various fields of science 

and within one field they differ from one research front to 

another. Therefore, it seems to be a practicable way to eliminate 

cross-field biases as far as possible to introduce relative 

indicators of publication performance and citation impact. In the 

present study we analyse the evolution of the application of MD 

simulations in science by means of a system of simple publication 

and citation counts on the one hand and relative indicators on 

the other hand. Such indicators were also used in other analyses 

C 8-10 J. In order to calculate scientometric indica~ors, we 

combined data from two bibliographic databases {lNSPEC and 

Science Citation Index) in this way exploiting the advantages of 

several types of scientific information. 

2. Data sources 

It should be noted that only in 1982 the term ''Molecular 

dynamics method" became a preferred term in the INSPEC Thesaurus, 

i. e., 25 years after Alder and Wainwright's first MD paper. The 

annual number of papers indexed by this term is represented in 

Fig. 1. 

Our scientometric study is based on a comprehensive blblio

graphy of MD papers for the four-year period 1982-1985 (publica

tion years) compiled by computer-assisted searches in INSPEC and 

complemented by data from Physics Abstracts and the printed 

version of the Science Citation Index (SCil of the Institute for 
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Fig. 1: Annual number of MD papers in INSPEC indexed by the term 

''Molecular dynamics method'' CThe frequency of the year 

1888 was extrapolated from the first six months. l 

Scientific Information (ISI, Philadelphia, PA, USAJ. We emphasize 

that the bibliography is not complete, because -as a random test 

showed - not every relevant paper was indexed in fact by the key 

word ''Molecular dynamics method'' or a related term. Under these 

circumstances, our sample size includes 1008 publications for the 

given period. 

The Citation data have been collected by manual search 'from 

the 1982-1987 Citation Index volumes of the SCI as well as the 

1984-1986 SCI Journal Citation Reports (JCR). Thus, the following 

data have been used as a source of scientometric indicators; 

1. the bibliographic data of 1982-1985 publications, 

2. the 1982-1987 citations (altogether nearly 4200 citation 

frequencies) received by the subset of journal articles also 

indexed in the SCI, and 

3. the journal impact factors according to the JCR. 
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3. Results of the analyses 

3. 1. Publication activities 

Among the 1008 papers published ~ithin the period 1982-1985 

there are 976 journal articles mainly as letters, notes, original 

papers, and review articles in SCI source journals (Tab. ll. Non

journal items (contributions in monographs etc. J constitute only 

a small fraction of publications. 

The authors are affiliated with research institutions in 27 

countries CTab. 2l; on an average 2.3 authors contributed to one 

paper. If scientists from several countries published one paper, 

================================================================= 
Tab. 1: Publication activities during the period 1982- 1985 

year 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

sum 

number of 

publications 

189 

276 

253 

290 

1008 

number of 

journal articles 

182 

267 

238 

289 

976 

among them 

in SCI journals 

181 

261 

235 

281 

958 

~===~~~=============~============================================ 

this was assigned to that country appearing in the corporate 

address of the first author. 

The publication performance reflects the supremacy of some 

few countries in application of MD simulations; already scien

tists from five countries published more than 70 per cent of 

?apers. 

Many empirical investigations have shown that theoretical as 

well as methodological papers are often widely spread in classi

fication schemes of bibliographic databases. This is also valid 

for papers on MD on the account of their various applications. By 

means of the classification of MD papers in INSPEC (espec1ally in 

Section A: Physics) one can get a state-of-the-art survey on MD 

applications. To complete our data, we classified also papers 

searched in the SCI database according to the INSPEC classifica-

tion scheme; Tab. 3 lists the summarized results. 
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Although corresponding findings from the past are not 

available, two conclusions can be drawn: Firstly, the increasing 

~==;============================================================= 

Tab. 2: Number and proportion of publications by countries 

rank country 

1 USA 

2 United Kingdom 

3 F.R.Germany 

4 USSR 

5 Japan 

6 Canada 

7 France 

8 Australia 

9 Netherlands 

10 Italy 

1 1 Spa in 

12 Denmark 

13 Israel 

14 India 

!5 Sweden 

16 Austria 

17-27 others 

number of 

publications 

362 

!50 

77 

73 

61 

47 

47 

37 

33 

30 

14 

11 

1 1 

9 

7 

7 

31 

proportion of the 

world's total (%) 

35.91 

14.88 

7.64 

7.24 

6.05 

4.66 

4.66 

3.67 

3.27 

2.98 

1. 39 

1. 09 

1. 09 

0.89 

0.69 

0.69 

3.08 

================================================================= 
importance of MD methods to simulate complex systems (e.g. in 

biophysics) is obvious, and secondly, MD computations dominate 

further on in theoretical studies of structure of condensed 

matter. 

3.2. Bibliometric distributions 

Various phenomena in scientific communication and library 

science can be described by regularities that one can formulate 

mathematically. Both deterministic and stochastic models are 

appropriate to reflect such phenomena. 

Within the framework of stochastic methods bibliometric 

distributions hold an outstanding posit1on. E.g. one can model 

the distribution of sCientific papers in periodicals, the distri-
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bution of individual scientific productivity 

di.stribtttion of authors With 1, 2, 3 ... 

Tab. 3: Applications of MD simulations 

subject field 

(e.g. the 

papers in 

frequency 

a given 

percentage of 

publications(%) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
condensed matter physics 

- structure of liquids and solids 

-mechanical and acoustic properties 

- lattice dynamics 

-equations of state, phase equilibria, 

and phase transitions 

- thermal properties 

- transport properties {nonelectronic) 

- surfaces and interfaces 

optical properties and spectroscopy 

kinetic and transport theory of fluids 

physical chemistry 

biophysics 

computer algorithms 

other applications 

40.8 

2.0 

9.3 

1. 1 

6.6 

5.9 

2.9 

2..7 

3.8 

7.9 

2.0 

12. 5 

~~================================================================ 

period) and the distribution of citation frequencies of publica-

tions. 

Already simple hyperbolic Zipf-type distributions 

PCX=i) = const./i{b i=l,2,3,. 

f:J- positive real 

number 

are suitable to describe pecul1arittes of different social pheno

mena as the scaling invariance in hierarchically ordered 

structures (e.g. scientific communities) C 11,12 J_ 

3.2.1. Latka's distribution of scientific productivity 

A. J. Latka was ostensibly the first to attempt a measure 

for the 

published 

inequality of scientists' productivity. In an article 

in 1926, he counted the number of articles by authors 
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[ 13 J . In p~rticular,he plotted the frequencies of persons having 

1' 2' 3' contributions, against these numbers 1, 2, 3, , of 

contributions, both on a logarithmic scalei he found that the 

points were closely scattered across an essentially straight line 

having a slope value of approximately two. 

w-ill also apply. 

This procedure we 

Since our bibliography contains many papers With multiple 

authorship (altogether 78 per centl, the authors' publication 

performance was evaluated by two measures: whereas the "normal. 

count" procedure allocates full credit to all contributors of a 

publication !unweighted number of articles), the ''adjusted count'' 

Fig. 2< 

individual 

!Latka's law) 

Distribution of 

performance 

procedure takes into account the partial contribution of sci en-

tists, i.e. , for a paper written by n authors, each author is 

credited 1/n authorships [ 14 J. We did not exclude such points 

from the observed data distribution representing both, most pro-

lif1c authors and low-productive scientists {for our example, 

among 924 authors, 521 published only one paper). 

Nevertheless, the frequency distributions of authors' 

performance fit Latka's model CA - number o£ authors, p - number 

of publications) for unweighted as well as for weighted author-
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ships (Fir;. 2). In order to calculate the .slope J2> of the regres

Sion line, we used the linear least-square method in this study. 

3. 2. 2. Scattering of journal articles 

if the sources in a bibliography are ranked in decreasing 

order of productivity, a semilogarithmic plot of the cumulative 

total 

yields 

(e.g. [ 

of papers vs. the journal rank !Bradford representation) 

in many cases a characteristic stretched S-shape curve 

15-17 J). 

Fig. 3 shows the Bradford's plot of the data taken from Tab. 

4. It contains a sample of 978 MD papers scattered among 156 

journals. The diagram represents a special class of Bradford-type 

curves mentioned above, i . e. the resulting graph is concavely 

increasing and at some point the curve turns to a straight line. 

According to Bradford this first segment of the curve - the 

nucleus zone - is corresponding to the most productive journals 

of the chosen subject field. At some second point the curve drops 

off, 

Fig. 

the so-called "Groos droop" appears [ 18 J. In our example, 

1000[ 

~R~ ~ 
'" a. 
2.. 

"0 
'-
0 

-Esoo 
" " .., 
> 

<:: 
0 

" E 
" u 

o1L---~-L~~~~10~--~r~~~~1~00~-

rank of journal 

3: Distribution of relevant papers on the given subject vs. 

the rank of the journal in the order of decreasing 

productivity (Bradford representation) 
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the nucleus zone contains 9 journals publishing 45.3 % of MD 

papers. Two thirds of journal articles were published in 24 

periodicals as particularly listed in Tab. 4. In comparison with 

that, in 90 journals only one or two papers were published . 

~~~====~========================================================= 

Tab. 4: Bradford distribution - share of major journals 

rank 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

journal number of 

papers 

J. Chem. Phys. 124 

Mol. Phys. 86 

Cherr1. Phys, Lett. 45 

Phys. Rev. B 44 

Phys. Rev. A 37 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 32 

Surface Sci. 28 

J. Phys. C 25 

Abstr. Papers ACS 22 

J. Phys. Chem. 21 

Phys. Lett. A 18 

Chem. Phys. 17 

J. Mol. Liquids 17 

Physica A 17 

J. Non-Cryst. Solids 16 

J. Phys. Soc. Japan 15 

Biophys. J. 15 

J. Chem. Soc. Faraday Trans.II 13 

J. Physique 11 

Z. Naturforsch. A 11 

Physica B + C 11 

Comput. Phys. Commun. 10 

Fiz. Tverd. Tela 10 

Sol. State Commun. 10 

25-156 others 323 

cumulative 

number of 

papers 

124 

210 

255 

299 

336 

368 

396 

421 

443 

464 

482 

499 

516 

533 

549 

564 

579 

592 

603 

614 

625 

635 

645 

855 

978 

=~=============================================================== 
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3.3. Citation indicators 

The use of citation analysis as a research methodology in 

the quantitative science of science is based on the assumption 

that bibliographic citations give an acceptable picture of the 

actual influence of publications on the advance of scientific 

knowledge, but not necessarily for their ''quality'' or 

''importance''. ln order to eliminate field differences concerning 

citation habits, we use a set of citation indicators which has 

been introduced some years ago for comparative evaluations of 

scientific activities of research units C 8-10 J. To calculate 

such indicators, the two-year publication outputs (1982-1983, 

1983-1984, 1984-1985) were analysed by counting the 1984, 1985, 

and 1886 citations, respectively, to these publications. This 

conforms to the procedure applied in the annual JCR in calcula

ting the journal impact factors 11. The journal impact factor is 

this journal. For any set of publications in different journals, 

tbe expected number of citations is consequently defined as the 

weighted number of impact factors, ~here the number of publica

tions in a specified journal is the ~eighting factor. 

For a two-year publication output, tbe observed number of 

Citations is the actually received total sum of citations in the 

immediately following year. 

Tbe relative citation rate crel is the ratio of the observed 

to the ex?ected number of citations. Values> 1 (<1) indicate 

that papers of a given set are more (less) frequently cited than 

the average of the journals in which they were published. Parti

cularly by means of this indicator we can overcome difficulties 

concerning field differences in citation habits. The values for 

Crel in Tab. 5 demonstrate that MD papers, generally spoken, are 

integrated into the ''normal'' communication pattern of science 

that can be characterized by Crel 1. It could be shown that 

Crel is much more than 1 C 19-21 J for new research specialties 

in physics which are of topical interest. 

l)The impact fac~or of a journal calculated yearly by lSI is a 

measure of the average number of citations in a certain year (say 

1985l, to articles published in that journal in the past t~o 

years (1984 and 19831. 
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The definition of the journal impact factor by Garfield is 

consistent. because on an average a scientific paper reaches its 

maximum citation frequency 1-2 years after publication [ 22 J_ On 

================================================================= 
Tab. 5: Citation indicators 

year 

1984 

1985 

1986 

observed number 

number of citations 

1044 

1421 

1154 

xl rounded values 

expected number 

of citationsXl 

1021 

1258 

1175 

relative 

citation rate 

1. 02 

1. 13 

0.98 

================================================================= 
the other hand, the citation histories of many pioneering scien-

tific publications contrast sharply With those of an average 

research ()aper. 

Cp 

J 

2 

Fig. 4' Mean •1alue of Citations 

per paper in the year of 

publication and during the fol-
0 2 3 ' 5 year lo'.ling years 

10 

Cp ' \ 
\ 
\, 

5 

Fig. 5' Application of MD simu-

lations in biophysics: specific 
0 ; 3 ' 5 Yf!Or aging of the 1 iterature 
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Taking into account all the 958 MD papers published in SCI 

source journals and calculating the mean Citation rate per publi

cation cp in the year of publication and the following five years 

(Fig. 4), we obtain a time series of the ageing Car obsolescence) 

of literature. One can notice that cp shows a rapid rise in the 

first two years With a not distinct citation peak in the third 

year after publication; in the fifth year a decrease of cp can be 

observed. 

This picture is more differentiated if we analyse the speci

fic obsolescence of literature on special MD applications. Fig. 5 

shows the annual citation freqencies of the subset of papers on 

MD computations in biophysics. (The final value of cp is not 

statistically significant.) The resulting curve illustrates both 

the ~above-the- average'1 citation of these articles and the 

unusual ageing of literature. 

4. Historical notes and Citation histories of fundamental HD 

publications 

After the first publication of Alder and Wainwright [ 1 J 

similar works started also in other countries. Even at the begin-

ning 

field 

of the sixties there have been active groups working in 

of simulation methods in the Soviet Union, e.g. 

the 

in 

Leningrad, Moscow and Kiev. Different circumstances prevented the 

acceptance of the work of these groups. Now, we only can see that 

methodically important publications could not act to the neces

sary extent. One example: Already in 1972 Balabayev, Grivzov and 

Snol published a very effective algorithm for molecular dynamics 

simulations for systems with constraints C 23 J,and in 1975 they 

presented results for the simulation of chain molecules [ 24 J. 

Only some years later the papers of Ryckaert et al. [ 25 J and 

von Gunsteren and Berendsen C 26 J were published as the methodi

cal basis of the well-known SHAKE-algorithm. The influence of the 

latter publications on the acceptance of the MD method, especial

ly in macromolecular science, can be seen in Figs. 6 el, fl. 

In his cumulatiVe advantage concept Price suggested that ''a 

paper which has been cited many times is more likely to be cited 

than one which has been little cited'' C 27 J, i.e. that again 

highly 

cited 

cited papers age more slowly With elapsed time than 

papers. Especially key publications have a much 
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Fig. 6: Citation histories of some fundamental MD papers 

(a) Alder and Wainwright [lJ, (b) Rahman C2J, Ccl Verlet 

C28J, (d) Rahman and Stillinger C3J, (el van Gunsteren 

and Berendsen C26J, ( f l Ryckaert et al. C25J 
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citation life than normal scientific papers, and sometimes they 

are characterized by unusual longevity. This applies also to 

some papers mentioned above; their citation histories are 

illustrated in Fig. 6. 

In all cases the continuous influence of these fundamental 

contribUtions to MD simulations iS remarkable. The most cited 

papers are those by A. Rahman C 2 J, cited 728 times, and by L. 

Verlet C 28 J which achieved 696 citations. 

5. Conclusions 

The presented results of scientometrical observations in the 

field of molecular dynamics method show the specific power of 

statistical studies and the use of biblometric distributions to 

characterize front fields in science. In a sufficient manner 

could be shown structural and dynamical aspects in the evolution 

of the MD method, including some non-expected developments. 
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Fortran Computing speed of SUN 3 systems with £68881 
floating point processors 

B.C. H. Krutzen and J.E. Inglesfield 

ln:;titute for Theoretical Physics, University of Nijrnegen 
Toernooiveld 1, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Nethertands 

Via use-net we received a useful message concerning a way to improve the speed of FOR
TRAN code on SUN 3 systems with the floating point processor f68881 which was written 
by \Vayne Little of the University of Missouri-Rolla. Since a lot of users seem to have 
problems getting the manufacturer·specified speed out of their SUN 3 systems, we think 
it is useful to forward this information to others, although the idea is not ours. 

At least some of the speed problems occur m large (scientific) FORTRAN codes 
utvolving complex*16 arithmetics. Two small test codes showed that all of the speed 
gain through the use of the f68881 processor in complex arithmetic vanishes if the cod 
uses explicit complex*16 declarations instead of double real*S arrays. The problem was 
tracked down to inefficiency of stack-data transmission and the proposed solution to this 
problem is extremely simple and effective: 

The data traffic can be reduced by the use of an (assembly level) in-line expansion 
library. This library contains assembler routines that can be incorporated in the FOR
TRAN code by in-line substitution. The reason for the large data traffic and the idea 
to use in-line expansion in order to avoid it, can be found in the SUN Floating-Point 
Programmer's Guide (volume 10, appendix G). 

The only necessary adaptation one has to make is in the compiler options (possibly 
in the "make" file). The option of f77 to be added is the library 'libm.il' which can be 
found (for SunOs) under '/usr/lib/f68881/libm.il'. 

The compiler can be invoked for example like: 

f77 -c -u -0 -o name name.f jusrjlib/f68881/libm.il 

Or the "make" file could look like tlus: 

OBJECTS :;:;;: name.o 
FFLAGS ~ -c -u -0 /u5'/lib/f68881/libm.il 
name , $(OBJECTS) 
- > f77 $(FFLAGS) $(OBJECTS) -o name 

The results of this little change vary from speed gains of a factor 2 for code without 
complex arithmetic (probably due to more efficient optimisation) up to gains of a factor 
4.8 for codes with mainly comp!ex*16 arithmetic. On average we found that our SU:'i 
3/GO with f68881 is a factor 64 slower than the IBM 3090 of SARA in Amsterdam for 

1 
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code without complex* 16. If we compare this with the list of t.irnes needed for a molecular 
dynamics program published in ~·olume 31 of this quarterly written by D. Brown et al., 
where t.he speed ratio between both systems is 111.4, we are inclined to think that their 
test has been performed without the use of the in-line expansion library. \Vith the in-line 
l1hrary we expect that the SUN 3/60 wdl take something like 1350 seconds and will be 
considerably faster (as expected) than the CONIPAQ 386-20 rated with 1821 seconds. 

Vv'e hope that other users may benefit from the suggestions of \Vayne Little and 
that readers wdl not have the impression that we are trying to get a bonus from SUN 
MICROSYSTEMS INC 
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Additional Supercomputing Related Papers 

Sumnesh Gupta 
Louisiana State University 

Department of Chemical Engineering 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803 USA 

In addition to the Fincham Bibliography (Info. Quart., No. 31, 
Oct. 1989), some of these papers also contain original information 
on vector and parallel processing issues involving molecular 
dynamics simulation methodology. 

1. 0. Teleman and B. Jonsson, Vectorizlng a General Purpose 
~lolecular Dynamics Simulation Program, J. Comput. Chern., ?_, 
58-66 (1986). (This paper makes some interesting points about 
vectorization of chain molecules simulation.) 

2. A. Wallquist, B. J. Berne, and C. Pangali, Using Supercomputers 
Two Examples from Chemical Physics, Computer, Hay 1987, 9-20. 
(This paper discusses problems involved in the vectorization of 
fluids modeled using site-site potentials.) 

3. H. 1. Nguyen, H. Khanmohammadbaigi, and E. Clementi, A Parallel 
Molecular Dynamics Strategy, J. Comput. Chern., ~' 634-646 (1985). 
(Amongst other things, this paper discusses parallel processing 
when three-body potentials are involved.) 

4. F. F. Abraham, Computational Statistical Mechanics: Methodology,. 
applicatJ.ons, and supercomputing, Adv. Phys., 35, 1-123 (1986). 
(This is a review paper and offers a slightly different perspective 
of supercomputing than those discussed in the papers referred by 
the above bibliography of Fincham. I have also expanded this 
discussion in a paper published in the Proceeding of the 3rd 
International Conference on Supercomputing, Boston, HA, Hay 15-20, 
1988.) .~ z:e:!.ated pape:::- by Ab::::a.hem end cowor!cers is J. Phy.s .. 
Chem ... , 2_l, 4881-4890 (1987) dedicated to Anees Rahman. 

Ordinarily, I would not try to add more entries to an annotated 
bibliography. However, I do hope that an interested reader would find 
these papers to be complementary to the papers in the bibliography of 
Fincham. 
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POST DOC POSITIONS AVAILABLE 

INTERFACIAL MOLECULAR SCIENCE LAB 
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERED MATERIALS 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
PO BOX 909 
PISCATAWAY, N.J. 08855 

POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL AREAS. 
EXPERIMENTAL SURFACE SCIENCE: XPS,ISS,AES,SIMS, AND STM 

STUDIES INVOLVE OXIDE SURFACES AND ADSORPTION ONTO THOSE 
SURFACES. 

COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES: MOLECULAR DYNAMICS, EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD, 
AND MOLECULAR ORBITAL APPROACHES 
SIMULATIONS OF ADSORPTION ONTO OXIDE SURFACES ARE THE 
MAIN AREAS OF INTEREST. 

AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT: 
KRATOS XSAM-800 1 WITH XPS,ISS,AES, SIMS 
NANOSCOPE II STM 
NEW AFM BEING BUILT 

COMPUTERS: 
ALLIANT FX-40 
SILICON GRAPHICS 240GTX 
SILICON GRAPHICS 4D80GT 
FPS - 164 

SEND RESUME TO (OR CALL): PROF. STEPHEN H. GAROFALINI 
(ABOVE ADDRESS I 
1201 I 932-2216 
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